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Silent moments, healing words
800 donors
flock to
Convo
blood drive
By RENBB KART
contributing writer
Despite the three-hour wait and
chilly weather, crowds of JMU students
and Harrisonburg residents gathered at
the Convocation Center Saturday to
donate blood.
"Even though I hate needles. gh mf.
bkxid is the least I can do in light of the
recent tragedies in DC. and New York,"
sophomon' Alyssa Weltman said. Many
students put their tears aside in order to
help those less fortunate.

-66
Giving blood makes me feel
like an American... I just
think of all the people
across the nation donating
at the same time as me.
— Dylan McMahon
junior

-*9
The American Red Cross organized the emergency blood drive to
accomodate the increased number of
volunteer donors and the increased
need for blood
Students said the blood drives here
and nationwide showed the unity of
Americans "Giving blood makes me
feel like an Amentan," junior Dvlan
McMahon said. "I just think of all the
people across the nation donating at the
same time as me. It really makes you
feel like a part of the whole."
Senior Shari Acree said she waited in
line from about 2 until 9 p.m. to donate
blood "I thought it was worthwhile
because I helped save three people's
lives," Acree said, referring to the statistic that one person's blood donation can
help to save three other people. She said
an American Red Cross worker told her
that they only had enough supplies to
receive blood from about 350 people
and turned away at least 537 others.
Since many students are from the
Northern Virginia and New York areas,
the terrorist attacks hit too close to
home. "Although the entire nation was
really affected by what has happened,
D.C. is like my backyard, which makes
me feel even more responsible to donate
blood," sophomore Ba't Jutras, a n-sident of Fairfax, said. "I just want to
help out my neighbors
The immediate response was overwhelming, as seen by the lira- ol i.irs
pouring into the Convocation Center
parking lot. "Seeing all the JMU students and Harrisonburg residents at the
blood drive really gives me pride,"
sophomore )essica Branson said. "I
love seeing everyone pull together in
times of need."
Freshman Carrie Keyser said, "I
see VOLUNTEERS, page 5

ROBI-.RT NATI,
Students, faculty and others gathered on the Quad Friday at noon as the Wilson Hall bells rang In remembrance and mourning.

Gathering shows
'A Time of Caring*
Students, faculty fill Convo as Rose, Mills, Grace
speak of evil, sorrow and leaning on each other
Rose told the story of Bruce Simmons, a
BY KRISTBN BERTRAM
staff writer
graduate of JMU who had recently begun
Some were dressed all in black, others speaking to classes in the College of
wore red, white and blue and manv had Bualnaaa and contributed financially to the
ribbons pinned to their shirts. But they all school. Simmons worked on the 104th floor
came together in the Convocation Center of the World Trade Center. Rose said he
Sunday afternoon in a sign
wrote an e-mail to
of
what
Student
Simmons Tuesday night
Government Association -6 6- in hopes that he was
President David Mills
alive. Rose received a
called, "an elegant ami rimA single candle can response from his wife on
pie expression of All
Thursday that read, "He, I
warm a room, a
Together One."
le.ir, is lost and probably
Leaders of the JMU
not to be found. He loved
thousand
candles
can
community,
including
being involved with JMU
JMU President Linwood tUffl night intO d~X Qiul again and was proud to be
Rose, Coordinator for
a graduate."
Interfaith
Campus
Jear inlO pOWer .
Rose urged the audience
Ministries Father John
i\ JJ i«u *° "Pve yourself* permisGrace and Mills, sat side
— David MlllS s,on to ask for help."
SGA president At the doors, students
by side at "A Time of
Caring," waiting for their
_ ^
handed out pamphlets
turn to address students,
/ A ~~" about the trauma of loss
faculty and members of
and information about
the Harrisonburg comMaking a Difference, a
munity from behind a podium flanked new organization formed in response to the
with flowers and candles.
recent tragedy. The organization is comRose spoke of the terrorist attacks on the posed of graduate counseling students,
World Trade Center, the Pentagon and the psychology faculty and peer advisors. Its
crash in Pennsylvania. He urged the audi- goal is to be a resource for the entire comence to come together during this time of munity which is dealing with the tragedv
tragedy as a community to rebuild what and be able to listen and provide support
has been taken from it.
and information to those in need, according
"It is understandable to have the angei to the pamphlet.
that we have following recent events, but 1
Mills spoke about the devastating
ask you to avoid judging others based on attaiks and the strength students and the
the color of their skin, their religion or their nation must use to triumph.
nationality. tO do so makes us no better than
those that have attacked us," Rose said.
seeCAMPUS,paxe5

ROBHRT NATT//**> A*M
JMU President Linwood Rose spoke candidly of the
weeks tragedies at the Convocation Center Sunday.

KOHI-'RT SATTIphm ettiu

Seniors Karen Folger, I to r, Karen Brusato. Kelly
Harding and Adriana Jouvanls hold a flag reading "In
loving memory" on the Quad Friday.

Enlisted students speculate war possibilities
President Bush calls for activation of 50,000 reserves; many question who will be called next
BY KHIY SCOTT AND
RICHARD SAKSHAUO

Muff writer and news editor
|MU students in the military
reserves sic now i.uing uncertainty as they prepare for a posilblc will tor activation In
nspame to last week's attacks
on New York City and
Washington, D.C.
I can't even focus on homework. What was once a priority
now mm vorv little... I don't
know when' I'll be in a week
Irom now," said junior Chris
Dogntt, ■ UnOE Corporal in
the M.irnu c

OTM

Rawrvw.

Doggett said he does not

know what day he might be
called to withdraw from s< nool
and light
At the f> p.m. vigil in PC
Ballroom Tuesday, Doggett
expressed his willingness to
fight for America
"I
am
packed and ready to go," he
said "We have to be at an arm's
reach from a phone at all
times."
Doggett
said
he was
impressed with how
Tuesday's attacks were followed bv ,i surge in patriotism
in America. "As tragic as the
event was, I think it's done
mat things in unifying our
nation." he said Saturday.

Doggett grew up in a stale
department family and said

experience, some other countries have had more patriotism
than America, but the pride he
saw exhibited in Poland just ,
the fall of Communism he
/ am packed and ready after
said compares to the United
now.
to go... we have to be States
Junior Josh Reifel, also a
at an arm's reach from I nia Corporal in the Marine
C orps Reserves, said he was
a phone at all times. pleased with the surge in patrihut was "sad that it took
— Chris Doggett otism
the death of [so many]."
juniiir. Lance Corporal.
Like Doggett, Reifel is
Marine Corps Reser\e> unsun1 ol what the future holds
for him.
"Thursday night when they
he's lived m the United Slates said [on television] they were
.lhtujl halt hi-, lite I le said in his activating 50,1)00 reserviifc. it-

-44-

i

^.i.,,..^,-

was a sleepless night,'' he said.
On Friday, President George
W. Bush signed an order
authorizing Pentagon officials
to call up 50,000 reserves to
active duty for homeland
di'lense and recovery missions.
Sophomon1 Thomas Wear is
a Senior Airman in the Virginia
Air National Guard, United
States Air Force. If activated, he
would be forced to withdraw
from school for as long as
his unit was needed.
Not
daunted by this possibility, he
spoke during the gathering in
Wilson Hall Friday after the
tolling of the bells. Wear rated
Mime.
. ■"-■•«■- '*» fvh urn'

Important during this tumultuous time, including tlie role
of
Americans who would
have lt> light in a war.
Recalling his notch in a

phone interview afterwards he
said he discussed hearing people around .ampiis worry
about friends and family in the
military pocfablj facing torn
bat. "We have dedicated our
lives to the •trviCti of the country." he laid, " I hen's nothing
we'd rather do than give .tin
lives so vou could h\e m livedom and peace,'
Commitment to tin- Marine
HV

CAUS. war a
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• Peer Advisor* available, Johnston 113,10 a.m. to 7 p.m..
Monday thrtxigh Thurvl.iv and I'ndav 1 to 3 p.m. to talk to
students with concerns Of Who |UM W aril stimeone to liMvn

•Alternative Spring Break Leader interest meeting, 8 p.m.,
Taylor 405, for more information visit wwwjmufdu/ai/asb

• Alternative Spring Hrv.ik I etdtt InlBMl meeting, 8 p.m.,
Taylor 405, for more information visit uninv jmu.edu/csl/asb
•Young Republicans first weekly meeting of the year, 8
p.m., Taylor 402

•

IMI

A JMU student reported an act ol intolerance.
■ The incident occurred sometime between Sept
11 at 9 p.m. and Sept. 12 at 2:25 p.m.
The student reportedly received threatening
e-mail messages. The incident is under investigation.
In other matters, campus police report the following:

(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

WEATHER

Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported the theft ol a bicycle
from Greek Flow between Sept. 11 at midnight
and Sept 12at9am
• A JMU student reported the theft of a mountain bake from a Greek Flow Dike rack Sept. 12
al9-.11 am

Underage Possession ol Alcohol
• Jacqueline O. Veith 18. of Ftockville. Md .was
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol at the intersection of Forest Hill
and Oak Hill roads Sept. 14 at 1:19 am
Trespassing
• JMU students reported an undentrfted mate
going through backpacks in the women's pod

locker room of Godwin Ha* Sept 11 at 2:55 p.m.
The subject was reportedly in his early 20s
with a medium build and medium-length brown
hair He was reporledry wearing a white sleeveless shirt and had a tattoo on hs right shoulder.
The area was reporledry checked, but the
suspect was not located. The victims reported
nothing missing from their backpacks.
Underage Consumption
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumption of alcohol.
Petty Larceny
• A non-student reported a Maryland license tag
removed Irom a vehicle in P-lot Sept. 11. The
time the incident occurred is unknown.
• A JMU sludent reported the theft of a parking
decal from a Godwin Hall training room Sept. 12
al 1 32pm
• Unidentified individuals reporledry opened a
bookbag and removed $80 cash from a wallet at
MarJson Gnll Sepl. 12 sometime between 6 and
10 p.m
• A JMU student reported a license tag missing
from a vehicle. The incident occurred between
the hours of 11 a.m. Sept 10 and 1:30 p.m.
Sept 14.
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Hope for survivors dims among workers
AND

CHARLES ORNSTEIN

Los Angeles Tunes
On day five of New York's
stale of siege, as three fallen fire chiefs were lowered
Into their graves, something
changed In the minds of
some of the men digging
Into the earth at Ground
Zero. They did not yet give
up hope, but they began to
fear the moment when hope
will die
It was a subtle shift, like
the thought that struck Rich
Nappl as he tore with his
hands at the debris of the
World Trade Center Saturday
morning. "It hit me that you
have to face facts, that it's
getting late and chances are
getting pretty slim," said
Nappi, a firelighter with
Engine 7 in lower Manhattan
ft hit victor Antonuccl, too.
as he burned away at crumpled steel beams with a torch,
only to be ordered to cease
because somebody thought
they had heard a noise from
someone trapped below.
Bui after dogs were summoned and ropes were low-

ered, there was nothing —
no survivor, no body, nothing but dust.
"It got me thinking: How long
can somebody stay alive under
there?" said Antonucci, a
sheet-metal worker.
Far Irom the mournful peal
of church bells and the
sounding of taps at funerals
for the fire officials, the men
at Ground Zero tried to get on
with business, just like everyone else in this fractured city.
But even as New York finalized plans to reopen its financial district and downlown
subway lines Monday morning, no one could forget that
three days had passed since
anyone was pulled alive from
the wreckage.
The three fire department
funerals made it tougher for
everyone. Today was a very
solemn and difficutl day In New
York City," said Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani, who attended one of the funerals.
As the fire officials were
mourned, the rescuers dug
and the cranes swung their
loads, and the death toll
mounted. It reached 184
Saturday, with 4,972 people
see SEW YORK, page 4

Pentagon wreckage lures thousands
BY DAVID CHO
AND
JAMIE STOCKWELL

The Washington Post
Thousands of curious
onlookers streamed toward the
Pentagon Saturday to cry, pray
and lake pictures as recovery
workers pushed further Into the
Impact zone, where they were
finding many bodies and
human remains
Among those drawn to the
scene were families of peo?le feared dead from
uesday's crash. Five busloads of relatives were
brought to a rise overlooking
the devastation. Some wept
and carried flowers.
One group of seven, including a man in a Navy unllorm
and three elderly women, were

taken in closer, past the police
checkpoints, and could be seen
weeping as they walked slowly
toward the Pentagon.
Four days after American
Airlines Flight 77 was hijacked
and flown Into the building,
workers completed shoring up
the crumbled layers of concrete
so it would be safe for them to
start exploring the core of the
ruins. Some did not want to
draw verbal pictures of what
they had seen.
"I cannot describe It for you,"
said Edward Plaugher,
Arlington County fire chief. "For
the victims' families, I don't
want to go into detail. It would
just be too painful (or them."
Even as workers continued
the somber task of sending

Chicago Tribune
Zelnah Elayyan prays at
a mosque a half-block from
her house in southwest
suburban Bridgeview, III.,
but on Thursday she said
she was too fearful to step
out her front door without
police nearby.
"No American," she said,
"should be made to be so
afraid."
She had reason to fear. The
night before, 300 to 500 people turned a raucous flag-waving, pro-American demonstration into an angry march on the
Bridgeview mosque. More
than 100 police officers were
called out lo keep the crowd
from getting too close, and at
least 15 people were arrested,
mostly for disorderly conduct
or interfering with police.
Demonstrators began gathering again Thursday night
near Oak Lawn High School,
many saying they had come
out in the name of patriotism.
One teenager on a bicycle,

JMU: park this way,
walk this way

Sidewalks and traffic patterns
around Godwin bus stop were
altered yesterday to accommodate the construction of a new
entrance to the parking lot
where the tennis courts were
formerly located. Construction
on the entrance begins today.
The half of Godwin bus stop
closest to the
construction area
is now closed off.
Bus loading and
unloading will be
moved to the
metered parking area.
Normal vehicular traffic
entering the Godwin lot will be
required to use the left side ol
the lot, closer to Bluestone
Drive, to access parking.
Buses will continue to use the
normal traffic lane, parallel to
Godwin Hall.
Although part of the bus
stop is closed, students will
still have access to the ATM at
the stop, said Debbie Towe,
work services manager for
Facilities Management.
The walkway Irom the

ZEINAH ELAYYAN

Bridgeview, III.

Local health director warns of West Nile
BY BRENNA WALTON

staff writer
I -ist week, an area health
director advised local residents
to administer protective measures against the West Nile virus
after the announcement of a
positive
horse
case
in
Rockingham County.
Dr.
Douglas
Larsen,
Central Shenandoah health
district director, said in a
Sept. 7 press release, "The
risk to humans is still low, but
with West Nile activity in the
area, people should be sure to
take the precautions we have
been recommending."
West Nile virus (WNV) is
carried by mosquitos that circulate the virus among wild birds,
according to an Aug. 2001
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) release.
WNV is not yet a serious
threat to JMU students and the
rest of the Harrisonburg community, according to Dr.
Jonathan Malone, University
Health Center medical director.
"Only about 1 percent of all
mosquitos carry the virus, and
only 1 percent of those who are
infected develop a serious ill
ness," Malone said, "Only 13 to
15 percent of that 1 percent (of
those infected] will die due to
encephalitis, or inflammation of
the brain."
Besides the rarity of human

Tips to reduce exposure to infected mosquitos
^^"

Wear long, loose and tight-colored clothing.

ST/f^-

Use insect repellent products with no more than 20-30 percent
DEFT for adults and less than 10 percent for children.

-•^•fc"

Eliminate standing water on tarps or flat roofs.

^^rfcsr

Turn over or remove containers in your yard where water collects,
such as old tires, potted plant trays, buckets and toys.
Clean out blrdbaths and wading pools once a week.
Clean roof gutters and downspout screens regularly.
^

infection, Harrisonburg is not a
target climate for an epidemic,
according to Malone.
The virus can be prevalent in
any area that has stagnant
water, such as collected rainwater in birdbaths or on swimming pool covers, because those
are the types of areas in which
the mosquitos breed.
"(Harrisonburg| is not primarily a swampy area, so I
would think that we would be
less at risk than areas that
were," said Dr. Malone.
If the virus were to become a
problem for Harrisonburg and
the JMU community, the UHC
would follow national and state
protocols regarding the issue,
Malone said.
"We would have to work
strirtly through the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta,

which is where Harrisonburg's
Public Health Department
would report," Malone said.
Occasionally, the virus is
passed on to horses and
humans, according to the
USDA release, and at least 14
species of mosquitos were
found positive for WNV and
were responsible for outbreaks
of the virus in 1999 and 2000 in
the northeastern United States.
There were a total of 17
WNV-positive birds found in
Virginia, according to the
USDA release.
The release stated that no
mosquito pools tested positive for the virus yet. A vaccination was developed for
horses, but one has yet to be
developed for humans.
WNV can be easily confused with other illnesses

CINDY TINKER/««nW>/-»'ft«/

because its common symptoms include fever, headache,
skin rash and swollen lymph
glands. More severe symptoms are a high fever, stiff
neck and disorientation.
Students are not overly
concerned with contracting
the virus.
"I'm not that worried about
it since mosquito season is
almost over," junior Jessica
Bailey said.
"But if it were to become
an issue, I would definitely
consider getting vaccinated,"
she said.
1 lealth officials ate encouraging people to eliminate all
standing water near their
homes and to use insect repellent to reduce the risk of infection by preventing mosquitos
from breeding.

JMU, America comes together

see VA, page 5

Anger stirs fear in Arab-Americans
BY DON TERRY
AND
NOREEN S. AHMED-LLLLAH

^■JNTINUED COVERAG^F

Below, Pacts 4, 5, «, 7 mi 8
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Bv DAVID ZUCCHINO

"No American should be
made to be so afraid"

■ American Tragedy
Updates from New
York, Washington and
around the world.
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wrapped in an American flag,
shouted. "Kin the Arabs."
In the last 48 hours, anger
over Tuesday's terrorist attacks
appeared lo grow and turn on
Arab-Americans and Muslims
across the country. In Virginia,
a Muslim bookstore was vandalized. In north Texas, six
shots were fired into a
mosque. In Northern Indiana, a
gas station attendant from
Yemen told police a man shot
at him with an assault rifle.
Reports of anti-Muslim acts
also piled up in the Chicago
area. Chicago police said three
men beat a Pakistani cab driver on East Chicago Avenue
late Tuesday, and Muslims in
Lake County reported vandals
had spray-painted "USA" and
No Forgiveness" on a Muslim
worship center in Beach Park.
The rash of violence
compelled both President
Bush and Mayor Richard
Daley on Thursday to call
for tolerance. "There Is no
place
tor
hatred In
Chicago." the mayor said.
see AMEKICASS.page5

Warren Campus Center and
connecting walkway Irom
Bluestone Drive lo the Godwin
bus stop is closed to pedestrian traffic. Temporary pedestrian access from the bus stop to
the Godwin area is set up
along the fence surrounding
the construction area.
"Students will need to walk the
main sidewalk (along Bluestone)
in order to get to the Godwin
bus stop." Towe said
Barricades were erected at
the metered parking spaces
The barricades are placed to
give the buses more room
between the pedestrian walkway and the metered parking
spots. Towe said.
The sidewalk and traffic
changes are scheduled to be in
place until Sept. 27. but Towe
said Facilities Management is
hoping to have the construction
area available by Saturday's
football game.
A map and description of the
construction area are available
on the Facilities Management
Web site www.tacmglimu.edty
suppsecv/scheoVcontrvctions.
—Richard Sakshaug
news editor

ROBERT NATTtphrto editor
Thousands gathered on the Quad Friday for a moment of silence to remember those lost during Tuesday's terrorist attacks

Professors critique GenEd in national journal
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

staff writer
As the university prepares
for an external review of the
General Education program this
spring, the associate dean of
GenEd responded Sunday to a
June article by six JMU professors that called the GenEd program "incoherent" and "spurious." The article critiquing the
program was published in the
June issue of }GE: The fournal of
General Education.
In the article, entitled
"General Education Reform:
Thinking Critically About
Substance
and
Process,"
Associate
Professor
of
Economics
Russell Smith,
Assistant
Professor
of
Economics Bruce Brunton,
Professor of Economics Andrew
Kohen, Associate Professor of
English
Cynthia
GUttatt
Professor of Mathematics John
Klippert and Professor of
History Caroline Marshall analyzed JMU's transition from
Liberal Studies to GenEd and
GenEd's current form.
The writing is a response to a
previous
article,
entitled
"Looking Backward: James
Madison University's General
Education Reform" in the same
journal three years ago.
In 1998, five JMU adminis
trators and one retired faculty member published a piece
for \GE explaining why the
old Liberal Studies program
was replaced and how they
developed GenEd.
Smith, one of the authors
of the |une article, said. "Six
JMU faculty members have just
published a response to the earlier article that sets the historical
record straight and identic I I
set of necessary conditions for
genuine curriculum " Pour of the
six faculty authors have received
JMU's highest t.u ulty accolade,
the annual "Carl T. Harter
Distinguished Teacher Award"
Smith said, "I have received

something like 10 to 15 expressions of support and appreciation from faculty across campus.
I've not heard one word from
anyone in the administration."
The article focuses on several areas of the program and
its creation. It states that there
was no true reason to scrap the
old Liberal Studies Program,
that the process used to create
the new program wasn't open,
that the faculty did not give their
consent to switch to GenEd and
that GenEd does not meet its
goal of being "interdisciplinary."
First, the article focused on

new program." The authors
said that the Council voted
against installing GenEd, and
then "the central administration opted to ignore this vote
[and] implement[ed) the new
program."
The article also claimed the
faculty does not support GenEd.
"Since implementation, the
Faculty Senate has surveyed the
entire faculty on two separate
occasions and found that a
majority opposes the new
General Education Program,"
the article said
Finally, the authors claimed
GenEd does not meet its goal
-66
of being interdisciplinary.
actual learning objecAn academic program tives"The
{of GenEd) an? seen as
incoherent and ... the prowhich does not enjoy the gram's
claim to interdisciplisupport of the faculty nary content is spurious," il stat
ed. The article charged that
seems inadequate
GenEd has been "in an almost
constant state of flux," creating
— Russell Smith "uncertainty and confusion by
AssiMani Profcssof Economics such curriculum churning."
Associate Dean of CienEd
Violet Allain disagreed with
some of the claims made by
the authors.
whether there was a need for
"1 think most faculty memthe new program.
bers would have some reserva"There was no general con- tions about at least part of the
cern among JMU's faculty that process," Allain said. "No doubt
the Liberal Studies program about it But 1 don't think lh.it the
was structurally flawed," the entire process was inadequate."
article stated.
In regards lo the exclusion of
Next, the article examined the Faculty Senate in the
the process of creating the process, Allain said she wasn't
sure at what point they would
new program.
"Trie (Faculty) Senate was be involved. "I thought the
left out of the loop entirely," the Senate was pulled out of the
curricular process bCGBUM the
article said
"At JMU, the exclusion of UCC took care of it."
the Faculty Senate from its
The response of faculty in surrole and the administration's veys may not be an accurate repdecision to ignore the rejec- resentation of faculty sentiment,
tion of the |GenEd Council] Allain said. "Remember that's
proposal by the newly the totil itf those that responded.
formed
Undergraduate Percentage of response return
Curriculum Council (UCC) rate is important."
Smith said, "An academic
were demoralizing for the
faculty who were destined to program which does not enjoy
deliver the instruction in the Ihe support of the faculty seems

intidequate."
Allain said, "I don't think
that it's been determined that
the GenEd program doesn't
enjoy the support of the faculty
But 1 think that that would K*
hard to determine."
While extremely critical of
CienEd and the administration's
handling of it, the faculty
authors of the June article also
proposed solutions to helping
GenEd. "It is unrealistic tit
expect any general education
reform effort to be perfect," the*
authors wrote "We think thaiour case will help other institutions contemplating general
education reform to avoid problems of the scope and magnitude we experienced."
*
Smith said the main way to*
help fix GenEd is to have ar>
adequate external review. "It i%
essential that those who serve"
on the external review committee be perceived as not being
hand-picked by those assoriat-^
ed with the JMU administration," Smith Mid
"They should be knowledge*
able in the field and willing tc£
call it as they see it. \ lere the fact"
that (Vice President for
Academic Affairs Douglas)
Brown has been directly responsible for the program creates the.
.ippear.une of .i onlln t ol niter Z
est," Smith Mid.
",
Smith was referring to the*
tact that before becoming JMU'svice president for AcademicAfl.nrs, Brown was involved in"
developing tienl'd, and now his
oftke will appoint members to.
the external review of GenEd;
next spring
Allain said Brown's office*
usually has the responsibility oft
overseeing academic review, t
and she said she doesn't think
if | am thing unusual
The recent article by the six;
faculty members is available"
online at httf>//rnu>e.ihu.edii/
lounnik/journal_of_general_eiiu-Z
cat ionM>5t>/50.2snnth html.
I
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CA universities to open; New York to continue
concerns of disorder
search for numerous
casualties of war

Kl \ \i< I IUGHLIN
Knight Riddci
( ollege official! in the
greater Bay tan worry that
the unOEftablt) and chaos at
the nation's airports will load
t»» half-empt) classrooms and
-., hedule disruptions when
classes begin this week and
next weak
'The major issue (or us is
M h.il is going to happen on
luesdav,
Wednesday
and
Thursday next week if the U.S.
retaliation has Girted," either
grounding commercial jets for
■ecurit) raaaons or making atu>
dents fearful to fly, said Marc
W.iis. dean of students at
Stanford University, last week.
Right now, we'a- staying the
course, but everything is subject
to change."
BY

-66We're going nuts. The
flights going to
California were the
ones that were targeted.
— Man (iedalius
mo»her of Stanford freshman

55
San Frandsco Mate, San
lose State, the University of
California Berkeley
and
California State UniversityMonterey Bay in Seaside began
Classes in late August, before
terrorists struck on the Hast
Coast and the nation's air
transportation system ground
to .1 halt.
But University of California
Santa Cruz, University of
Califo(nla-San Francisco and
Santa Clara University start
classes this week. And freshman
orientation
at
Stanford
University will he held Friday,
v% ith i lasses scheduled to begin
five days later
[oeJ Gsclalha\ an incoming
Stanford freshman from Long
bland, is scheduled to flv let
Blue to Oakland on Wednesday
But he's coming to doubt
whether the flight will ever take
tiff — and his mot tier is almost

hoping it never will She asJd
she's terrified about sending her
18-yearold son on a non-stop
% / H YOMK. (tan ssge i
flight filled with jet fuel and
bound for the West CoMl
listed as missing. Among
"We're going nuts," Marv them are MX) firefighters, 40
GcdaUua said. "The flights Port Authority police officers,
going to California were the 23 New York City police offiones that were targeted.*
cers, an FBI agent and a
1 ler son loOMO into taking Secret Service agent. About
Am Irak but found that the 1,200 missing persons reports
cross-country trains were fully have been received from outbooked until Sept. 21, the day side New York City.
Stanford's freshman orientaSearchers have iv.
tion starts.
159 bodies. W of them identiOf all the uimcrsities in the fied. More than 400 body parts
San Francisco and Monterey have been recovered. Five SUf
bay areas, Stanford's students vivors were pulled from the disare the most far flung. Nearly a aster site on Wednesday.
third of the more than 7JS00
graduate students are from Continuing hope for life
countries such as China, Japan,
Even with the dread that had
India, Korea, T.iiwan and begun to seize some of the men
France, said John Pearson, direc- in the ruins, no one had given
tor of the Bechtel International up hope.
Center at Mantord
"There's still the possibility
Some of those students that we can recover people
could be out of luck if they still alive," Giuliani said, cithaven't yet secured visas. "My ing experts.
MAN Is there will be a lockNew
York
Police
down at U.S. consulates and Commissioner Bernard Kerik
rmkissies overseas because of spoke of the possibility of
the
heightened
security," "voids" or "vacuum areas" in
Pearson said.
the rubble that might provide
Fewer than 5 percent of air to trapped survivors.
Stanford's roughly 6,500
I ne mayor and other top city
undergrads reside in for- officials spoke at a newly
eign countries.
opened emergency operations
At the
University of center on the city's West Side.
California-Santa Cruz, about
The city's previous center was
half of the undergrads come damaged in the attack* Tuesday
from Northern California. Only
Bvsn as they spoke ot
6 percent live out-of-slate. SO searching for survivors and
most can easily travel by car, consoling relatives of the dead
said university spokesman Jim or missing, the city's leaders
Bums. But about lf> percent of seem determined to provide as
the school's 1,100 graduate stu- normal a workday as possible
dents are foreigners.
Monday morning. The New
At Santa Clara University, 60
percent of the students live in J*tJXi, front page 2
Northern California but man)
Property Damage
am from the Pacific Northwest, • A JMU employee reported
Southern California, Arizona, damage to the left front bumper
Colorado and Hawaii. The of a vehicle parked on Grace
school plans special orientation Street. The damage was caused
sessions for late arrivals.
Sept. 6 sometime between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.

Mnmmi) mmM^W

Disorderly Conduct
A JMU student was judicially
referred for reportedly slamming a window shut and
aking it in Dingledine Hall

York Stock Exchange, the
Mercantile Exchange and
City Hall will open.

Getting back to business
"Come Monday morning,
the greatest capital market in the
world will be back in business,"
Richard (irasso. Stock Exchange
chairman, said
While acknowledging th.it it
will be traumatic for many people to return so soon to an area
where thousands of people
were killed, the mayor said:
"We have to g«'t past that stage
We have to go back as much as
possible, responsibly, to life and
hi business."
On Wall Street Saturday, the
New York exchange was
draped with an enormous

American flag.

The exchange was not physically damaged by the trade center attack, but electricity and
communications systems were
hit hard

Fallen heroes
Before announcing Monday's
openings, city officials attended
funerals for the Fire department
leaders:
Chief
of
the
Department Peter Ganci; the
Rev. Mychal Judge, a Franciscan
priest who was the department'* i haplain; and William
Feehan, first deputy commissioner. Giuliani called the three
men "casualties of war."

Sept 13 at 6:45 p.m.
• An unknown college age
male reportedly damaged an
exit-door hinge in the parking
deck Sept. 11 at 3:45 p.m.
The suspect reportedly
became irate and slammed
the door.
Number of drunk in public
charges since August 25:23
Number of parking tickets
issued between Sept. 3 and 9:
749

COLLLliN MORRISON . .minlmlmi;phuonniphr.
SGA Treasurer Chris Fortier discusses matters at the meeting
Thursday. The meeting was the flrst ot the semester.

SGA sets agenda
BY JOHN LEONARD

SGA reporter
In the wake of last week's
national tragedy, the Student
Government Association held
its first meeting of the academic
year. SGA President David
Mills, along with the SGA executive board, outlined key policies and programs aimed at
Improving campus life. The
somber atmosphere surrounding the events of last week slowly changed into one more
focused on moving forward
with the business of the day.
Before any proposals, debates
or elections could take place, USe
students elected earlier this week
were swom in by Vice President
ot student Affairs
Mark
Warner. He thanked everyone
for their involvement in the
process that will make the school
"better than ever."
Mills offered his thanks to
those who will work by his side
to ensure a promising new year.
"I would like to thank Dr.
Warner for delivering the oath,
the executive board for their
success and the positive attitudes of the senators with the
beginning of the year being really trying," Mills said.
Senior Stephen Davis won
the election for the position of
senate pro tempore and will
serve in that capacity for his second consecutive term. Davis
will effectively run the SGA senate meetings as the chairperson
of the senate, while Mills and

the executive board will be
guests at the meetings.
Officer reports given by Vice
President of Administrative
Affairs Brandon Durflinger and
Vice President of Student
Affairs Ashley Morris summarized their respective goals and
planned activities for the
upcoming year.
Durflinger briefly reviewed
the key issues he will be working on this year, including sexual assault awareness, concerns
regarding the general education
program and improving communication between students
and faculty.
Morris addressed many stu-.
dent concerns and activities in her
officer report. Among the issues
she will be working on are student parking, class council, school
spirit and academic concerns.
Morris
announced
the
Samuel Paige Jr. Award will be
given again this spring to the
junior with the highest grade
point average.
"I'm looking forward to a
successful year," Morris said of
the activities and programs the
SGA has planned.
Mills spoke briefly about
plans to aid those devastated by
the terrorist attack in New York
City and Washington, D.C.
"The administration is work-,
ing to set up an account*to help
the victims," he said. Although
in the early stages. Mills said
anyone with questions should,
contact him.

GOD BLESS AMERICA

UniteaWe Stand
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
•

The Commons 1]
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

6

Stone Gate
Office Hours
1 Mon-Fri 8:3oam-5:30 pm

News
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Calls for
military
assistance
concern
students
CALIS.from page I
Corps Reserves and National
Guard includes one weekend a
month plus two weeks of active
duty per year unless one's unit
is activated for duty, according
to Reifcl and Wear.
junior Tim Garneski is a
member of the Virginia
National Guard He said he
was contacted by his chain of
command to stay by his
phone and be ready in case
anything happens. "There's
definitely added stress." he
said of the uncertainty of
what will happen next. "But
it's something I was ready for.
I was in the Army before collegeJunior Terry Kessler is also a
member
of
the
Virginia
National Guard who was told
to prepare for whatever happens next. "It's hard to do any
schoolwork at all," Kessler said.
"I'm pretty focused ... waiting
for the word to go." Despite the
anticipation anxiety, Kessler
said situations like this are why
he joined the guard, "to protect
the country."
Members of JMU ROTC
will not face activation of duty
should the country declare
war, according to Lt. Cmdr.
Nick Swain.
Swain said the last time such
ant instance occurred was when
cadets from Virginia Military
Institute were activated and
fought in the Civil War.
ROTC students gain valuable leadership skills, but they
are not fully prepared for one of
the 16 specialty fields the
United States Army offers.
Swain said.
Though not at risk of activation. Major Christopher Love
said the ROTC students are still
concerned about those in the
armed forces who are "getting
prepared for whatever the president asks them to do."
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Campus leaders share caring words

CAMPUS, from page 1

"A single candle can warm
a room, a thousand candles
together can turn night into
day and fear into power." he
said. "We mourn, we cry and
we quietly stand eye to eye
with the devil but we do not
blink. From this moment on we
an? no longer afraid because
we are together."
Mills also encouraged students who want to assist with
crisis relief to donate money,
nonpenshable food and med-

ical supplies. Three accounts
were established with nonprofit
organizations, and donations
can be dropped off at the SGA
office, he said.
Grace said. 'To care means
one needs to open one's heart,
feel something, have empathy
and be aware. We can only care
when we move out of ourselves. We can only care when
we desire to share the pain that
struggles among us This is a
nine of caring."
Grace shared with the

audience his reflection on the
tragic events of the past week
and his personal response to
the acts of terrorism.
He spoke about good and
evil and their roles in
Tuesday's events. "Evil can do
only one thing: it destroys,"
he said. "Goodness must be
preserved."
As the program closed,
audience members stood and.
together with the JMU Chorale
and Wind Symphony, sang
"God Bless America "

"I think this provided a
more formal closure to the
events of this past week," junior [essie Lish said. "Although
this is far from over, I think
this
event
demonstrated
respect for alt those who have
been affected."
A student who wished not
be identified said, "I think
the unity is amazing People
have flags flying and candles
burning at all the apartment
complexes."
Another student said, "I

think, as a consequence of this
tragic event, our generation will
have a lot more patriotism than
in the past."
Some students said they
felt the event was not well
advertised, as only a few hundred people attended. Manv
said they were surprised at the
low number of attendees and
felt it was not an illustration of
how many students care about
what is going on.
"I know a lot of students
had gone home to be with

Va. company contracted to rebuild Pentagon
VA, from page 3
remains to Dover Air Force Base
in Delaware for identification,
the Pentagon announced that it
had awarded a contract to
rebuild the damaged part of the
building. Initially pegged at $145
million, the cost will ultimately
run into hundreds of millions of
dollars, they predicted.
Around the Pentagon, police
tightened security to deter
tourist* from taking unauthorized
photographs of what Arlington
County Police Chief Edward
Flynn called "the gaping hole at
the heart of the defense establishment." I le pleaded with the public to stay away.
"It's not useful for you to

come see for yourself," Flynn
said to would-be gawkers. "If
you're not here to give blood or
give food, then give us the benefit of the doubt and watch the
progress on TV."
From a hill on the lawn of
the Navy Annex, thousands of
onlookers could look down on
the dead, both those buried
beneath rows of white gravestones at Arlington National
Cemetery and those who lay
buried under the twisted
wreckage of the Pentagon.
They came to plant flags and
fiowers in the ground and
attach posters of remembrance
to the gates of the cemetery.
"We will never forget your sac-

rifice," someone had written on
one. Hundreds of people took
photographs and recorded the
scene on their video cameras.
"I told my son, 'This is
something your children will
ask you about — and your
grandchildren.'" said Coulter
Weaver, 38, of Burke, who
brought his two children.
By late afternoon, 85 sets of
remains had been pulled from
the wreckage, 77 of which had
been flown to Dover Air Force
Base in Delaware.
Officials also lowered to
188 the number of people
unaccounted for and feared
dead in the crash, 124 of
whom were in the building

and 64 aboard the airliner.
In Saturday's early hours,
flames continued to flare up
from the Pentagon, a result of
hot spots igniting as they
touched pools of jet fuel Four
fires were quickly extinguished
Friday night, but two more
briefly flared Saturday.
The reconstruction of the
Pentagon will begin as soon as
all bodies are removed, officials said.
"Once the FBI has cleared it
and the fire department says it
will be safe to go in, they will do
it." said Glenn Flood, a
Pentagon spokesman. "We
hope it will be a matter of
days," he added.

The contract for rebuilding
and renovating the Pentagon
went
to
Hensel
Phelps
Coastruction Co. of ChanhHy.
The company will be paid
$145 million to rebuild portions
of the building, but its contract
could run as high as $758 million, including additional work
renovating the undamaged portions of the Pentagon over 11
years, officials said.
"With the award of this contract we can begin immediate
repairs to the Pentagon and
make the necessary improvements that will keep it operational for the next 50 years." said
Lee Fvey, Pentagon renovation
manager.

Volunteers swamp Americans face threats, hate
Convo blood drive
AMERICANS, from page 3

VOLUNTEERS, from page 1
didn't know what to expect
when I came to JMU, but now I
know it's a community of dedicated, caring people who
instead of sleeping in on
Saturday morning will come
and give their help."
Some Harrisonburg residents
showed up to give blood to
help their fellow Americans.
"I've never been so proud to be an
American as I have been lately,"
said
Kable
Bamett,
a
Harrisonburg resident. "Giving
blood today supports my country
and (its) citizens."
Additional emergency blood
drives were held on Friday at

the RMH Wellness Center and at
Godwin Hall.
Local blood drives in the
coming week include a drive
Wednesday from 1 to 7 p.m. at
Valley Mall (near JCPenney) and
Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Godwin Hall. For information
about these and other drives,
calll-800-CiveLife.
The American Red Cross
accepts money donations that
will assist with rescue and recovery efforts. The local chapter
address is: American Red Cross,
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County Chapter, 21 Southgate
Court, Suite 102, Harrisonburg,
Va. 22801-9663.

With many of the Chicago area's
350,000 Muslims preparing to
attend worship services Friday
— |uma prayer — Cook County
State's Arty. Dick Devine
warned that "if anyone threatens them or harms them, we will
seek to hold them responsible to
the full extent of the law."
Sikhs, members of a faith
rooted in India, have also
reported cases of assault and
harassment. 'T>>ey are thinking
we are Afghanis because of our
appearance," said
Amarjit
Singh, vice president of Guru
Nanak Sikh Mission of Greater
Chicago. "We are Sikhs. We are
all fellow Americans."
"We need to bear in mind

that this conflict is between the
United States and those who
would see our way of life
destroyed," a New York group
of Reform rabbis said Thursday.
"It is not between some
Americans and others. We must
not allow this attack on
America to divide Americans."
"When I was swom in as a
citizen," Kamal Elayyan said,
"the judge said this is the only
country built on immigrants
and we should all be proud, we
were all Ameru.in^
In
Bridgeview
on
Wednesday night, the Klayyan
family said they felt like foreigners. The Elayyans. like most of
their Muslim neighbors, stayed
off the streets, behind drawn
drapes and bolted doors The

fear was still easy to find
Thursday along the streets of
Bridgeview, a suburb of 15,000
residents, about 30 percent of
whom are Arab Americans.
The police allowed the growing crowd to march down
Harlem Avenue until it appeared
the demonstrators intended to
protest in front of the mosque.
Officers from several suburbs
and the Illinois State Police then
cordoned off the area, keeping
demonstrators two blocks away
from the mosque complex,
v. hkh includes two schools.
Arab-Americans
of
Bridgeview expressed their
horror at the terrorist attacks in
New York and Washington.
"Our hearts are bleeding, too,"
one man said.

Come One, Come All!!

BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT !

Who: We want Youl
When: Wed. Sept 19
Starting ® S p.m.
Where: The Corner Pocket at TPU
CALL S69-7870 FOR DETAILS

A wonderful opportunity is waiting for you
with the University Program Board
•c

app/vro^r/ie...Director of

Variety Entertainment

who said there are
The director will provide the student body
with a variety of entertainment events,
including, but not limited to, comedy and
novelty artists and events

no good[barsl

on campus?

The best bats on campus don't serve drinks, they serve
their country. You «w, when you complete Army ROTC and
graduate, you'll be an officer and get a sat of gold bars.
Register tor an Army ROTC c/ass today. Because there's no

Applications are available now in Taylor 203
Deadline: Monday, Sept. 24 by 5 p.m<4^fi=asaa
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better buiz than the sense of accomplishment.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college courae you can t*k«.
Sign up now!
Contact MAJ Love at SA8-3633
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Two Baylor U. alumnae
face trial in Afghanistan

BY SHARIF DURHAMS

B\ LAURA HBINAUBR
The Dallas Morning \.u s
Students call
it
the
"Baylor Bubble."
Its.i half-mocking half-serious assessment how isolated
and protected lite is on a campus
where it's normal to pray before
lunch al the student union,
strike up a conversation with a
professor about Bible verse or
take a break from studying to
attend a religious gathering
So what happens on the
campus of this predominantly
Baptist university when news
begins to spread that two alumnae face a closed trial in
Afghanistan on charges of
preaching Christianity?
"Their bubble bursts Reality
penetrates
naivete,"
Clif
Mouser, director of Baptist
Student Ministries on campus.
said. "Whether it's just a couple
of blocks away or in another
country, students here know
that this is a place to grow and
solidify their faith, but it is a far
cry from what they will face in
the real world."
The "real world" in this cut
is on the other side Of the plan
et, in Afghanistan, where
Dayna Curry, a 19*n graduate,
and Heather Mer.er. a 1999
graduate, along with eight
other foreigners and 16 Afghan
workers went on trial luekb)
for something considered "nor
mal" at Baylor.
The Baylor grads are among
the eight employees of Shelter
Now International, a Germanbased Christian group that has

(*\

been accused by Afghanistan's gathering, whatever they feel
Taliban militia of trying to con- is appropriate."
vert Muslims
This kind of student involveThe crime will probably carry ment through Christianity is
the penalty of expulsion for the commonplace, said Todd Lake,
foreigners and possibly death or dean of university ministries.
a life sentence of the Afghans
Students must take two
The proceedings are expected to semesters of a class called
last at least a few days.
Chapel, where guests are
To many at Baylor, a brought to speak about relischool where Christianity, gious issues. There is a gradulearning and social life are ate school program for stuintertwined for many, the dents wanting to enter the
headlines are sobering but at ministry through a campus
the same time empowering.
seminary program.
"It's like, 'Yes, they're one of
Then there are the Core study
ours,'" sophomore Amanda groups and Baptist Student
GriMOOl said.
Ministries-run gatherings at
Grissom is a member of t ore Miller t hapel on campus, where
Groups, which organizes and students go to learn more about
leads Bible studies in the dorms. the university and the Bible
Mercer also was a member
Last year, about 200 students
when she attended Baylor.
participated in Baptist Student
"It's scary but at the same Ministries missionary trips,
time awesome to be arrested many doing it over their spring
and jailed in the name of the breaks. That doesn't even count
Lord," Grissom said. "In a way, all of the other missionary pro■ ■ ■< proud of them"
grams in which students particGrissom's comments are ipate through local churches in
what you'd expect at Baylor, Waco or their own hometowns.
w'here missionary work and
The peril for the alumnae in
school go hand in hand, Mouser Afghanistan and probable
said. At a student conference death sentences for the natives
during the weekend, one of his with whom the worked are a
students asked students from reminder of the difficulties
other schools to pray for Curry common in missionary work.
and Mercer, he said.
Lake said.
"It's definitely not a passive
Christians died for their
or dele.itist attitude," he said. beliefs throughout the 20th cen"This is not something they are tury, he said.
ignoring. As we all find out
"It is a healthy reminder
more about it, my impression that being involved is inheris that they are actually taking ently risky business," Lake
the initiative to respond said "This isn't just tourism
though prayer, organizing a for Jesus."
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Marquette U. disseminates rumors
generated by recent terrorist attacks

wwwvaky»l)y8.com

Was it a heavy-handed move
by college administrators' Or
just a simple misunderstanding? Either way, a decision by
Marquette University officials
in the minutes alter Tuesdav '$
terrorist attacks has thrown the
university into the middle of an
unexpected free speech debate.
It even prompted the Jesuit
university to issue a rele.ise
Friday
defending
itself:
"Statements maintaining that
Marquette University denied
students the right to hold a
moment of silence, sing patriotic songs, salute or fly the flag or
pray, are not true"
University spokeswoman
Rana Altenburg, who fielded
many of the calls and scores of
e-mail messages from across the
country, said, "This has been
blown way out of proportion."
It all started as Mar>|tieiie
officials held an emergency
meeting just after the terrorist
strikes on the World Trade
Center were televised, and they
planned an afternoon Mass ,it
Gesu Church as a way for stu
dents and staff to mourn.
"Right at that time — before
the announcement was out —
an administrator walked in and
said students wanted to have a
rally," Altenburg said.
"We said we're going to have
a prayer service and not a rallv
That's when things went awry."
College Republicans President
Ixmnie Leitner said he had actually asked to unfurl an American
flag on the lawn next to the

school's student union. The students, he said later, wanted to
observe a moment of silence
He says college offidall
told him, "We can't have
nationalism today," and thai
they worried that emotional
students could direct anger
toward Arab students

-44
Statements maintaining
that Marquette
University denied
students the right to
hold a moment of
silence... are not true.
— Marquette University
press release. Sept. 14

99
A denial of the request led
some students and faculty to
say
the
university
had
squelched free speech, said
Marquette political science professor John McAdams, an ,id\ is
er to the College Republicans.
McAdams, trying to pressure Marquette officials, fired
faxes to a few news media outlets. Some conservative radio
talk show hosts played up the
story, and the calls and e-mail
i flooding in, from Detroit
to Los Angeles.
"Alumni are saying, 'How
could you be so insensitive?'"

Altenburg said. "I got a call
from a source saying, 'We
understand you're not allowing
students to pray.' I got a call
from a source saying, 'We
understand you're not allowing
any displays of flags on campus,'" she said.
The two sides have tried
to resolve the conflict in
meeting after meeting during
the past few days. University
officials said they'd be happy
to let students observe a
moment of silence.
Those with the College
Republicans said the school
actually only offered to let them
tack themselves onto events
sponsored by other groups and
never approved the verbal
request leitner made.
In one of his releases to radio
networks, he added that if a
more "politically correct" student group had made Tuesday's
request, the school would have
supported it.
While the university maintains it would have approved
the request if it had been made
properly and if officials had
understood it, the school has
learned a couple of lessons from
the incident.
First, Altenburg said, the
school needs to get a student
wpWMnlaUv on its emergency
committee. That would probably stave off some misunderstanding, she said
Second, the school needs a
oBntial location on campus for
displaying a large US flag. That
one, Altenburg said, would be
taken care of quickly.
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The future belongs to
those who believe in the
value of their dreams...
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Make your Dreams a Reality at

Opportunities 2001
University Career Fair
Learn About
Competitive Performance Poetry
and

WHEN?

Tuesday, September 25,2001
1-5 p.m.

WHERE?

Convocation Center

WHO?

ALL MAJORS...ALL AGES

Find out how to Participate!
Call 568-7870 for more details!

r^ACPVC
located in Four Points Sheraton

Wednesday 9/19/01
Colladfl NicjHt
$6 cover/$4 with college ID
All you can eat wings

Download the list of employers and positions at
www.jmu.edu/career by clicking on the Student
Section and hitting Opportunities 2001.

Thursday 9/20/01
Comedy Night
9:30p.m.- 1:30a.m.
$5 cover

Friday 9/21/01

The Works
9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.
$8 cover
Must be 21 +

Sunday 9/23/01

Karoake Night
9:30p.m.-l :30a.m.

Meet employers hiring for a broad range of
positions such as Consultant, Marketing Associate,
Computer Specialist, Management, Fitness
Trainer, Police Officer and Teacher irom
organizations such as Arthur Anderson, Peace
Corp, US Airways, Hyatt Hotels and Resorts, AMS,
and the F.B.I.

♦Must be 21 or older*
1400 Last Market St. • Hamsonburg. VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

• Network and discuss future job and internship
possibilities • Professional Dress is strongly
recommended • Bring plenty of copies of your
resume • Many companies will interview the next
day! • Sponsored by Academic Advising and
Career Development at 568-6555
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U.S. anti-terrorism strategy begins to take shape
BY DOYLE MCMANUS AND
ROBIN WRIGHT

Los Angeles Times
The outlines of a new U.S.
strategy to combat terrorism,
bom in the flames of the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon,
are beginning to emerge — and
capturing Osama bin Laden is
only a very small part of it.
Bush administration officials
say they are resolved not only to
put the Saudi-bom terrorist out
of business, but to destroy the
sprawling network of Islamic
terrorist organizations he
helped create, perhaps strike
other terrorist groups and to
force countries that support terrorism to halt once and for all.
It's a tall order, and it will take a
long time, much longer than a
single airstrike or ground commando raid into Afghanistan.
"If it takes multiyear, we'll
devote multiyear," a senior official said last week. "And I think
it's probably a good thing to
think that it probably will."
Many of the details still an?
being worked out. President
George W. Bush and his lop
aides spent Saturday at Camp
David, the presidential retreat in
Maryland, in what one official
called "continuous discussions"
of the next steps to take.
But in its broad outlines,
the counterterrorism crusade
proclaimed in response to
Tuesday's attacks on New
York and Washington, DC. is
sweeping in its goals and — at
least in principle — unconstrained in its willingness to
use force.
"Whatever it takes," Bush
told reporters at Camp
David on Saturday.

Including ground troops?
"The president has not ailed
anything out," spokesman Ari
Fleischer said.

Four-point strategy
The emerging strategy has
four major components ( KM ii
a sustained attack on the perpetrators of Tuesday's attacks, presumably bin [.aden and his
sprawling multinational network. Second is a stepped-up
campaign against countries lh.it
harbor or support terrorists to
deny terrorists the bases they
now enjoy. Third is a new
worldwide coalition of anh-terrorist nations to carry on the
fight. Fourth, new security measures || home to make terrorism
more difficult to carry out.
The administration ham t
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The president has not
ruled anything out.
— Ari Fkischer
Bush spokesperson
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compiled conclusive proof that
bin Laden ordered Tuesday's
attack, officials acknowledged.
But they believe they are Mnh
bling a circumstantial case that
will justify U.S. action to capture
the terrorist chief, who has been
accused of masterminding ■
string of earlier attacks.
The U.N. Security Council
has
demanded
that

Afghanistan'", laliban regime
expel bin laden since 1999,
but the militant Islamic government has ignored the order.
U.S. officials say they might go
back to the United Nations
and give the Taliban an ultimatum — a last chance to surrender bin laden and his followers — and then act.
What then? (>n the military
iil< officials are "thinking outside the box," U.S. Deputy
Defense
Secretary
Paul
Wolfowitz said — management
jargon for breaking free of old

assumption*.
"One has to think about, if
necessary, larger forces One has
to think about accepting casualties," Wolfowitz said in a television interview. "One has to
think about sustained campaigns. One has to think about
broad possibilities. And we're
trying to present that full range
of possibilities to the president."
Administration
officials
refuse to say what militarv
options they are considering.
But former officials — including
some frequently consulted by
the administration — say the
options ,ihiH>si certainly include
not only airstrikes against bin
I adan'sbasss but also commando operations on the ground.

Network of terrorists
I-ven if the United States sucoaadl in capturing bin laden,
that might not destroy the network of terrorist groups he
helped organize. Indeed, some
terrorism
experts
debate
whtthai bin Laden really
"directs" the network, which
includes large organizations in
Egypt and Algeria and cells in at

least 32 other countries, or
merely acts as one of its main
financiers.
As a result, U.S. strategy
gives equal priority to destroying bin laden's financial network, which might be no easier
than finding his followers.
Since the anti-Soviet crusade by militant Muslims in
the 1980s, wealthy Saudis and
others in the oil-rich Persian
Gulf sheikhdoms have contributed hundreds of millions
to bin Laden's considerable
personal fortune, according to
U.S. intelligence.
If (he United States can
bring diplomatic, economic
and military pressure to bear
on governments that harbor or
support terrorists, the terrorists will have less freedom to
move — and, presumably, be
easier to find.

Who is the enemy?
But that campaign raises .i
key issue, Arnold Kanter, a high
State IX'partment official in the
Cleorge W. Bush administration
warned: "Against whom or
what is this war? Is it a war
against those who perpetrated
these attacks ... or a war on terrorism in general? I don't think
that's settled yet."
As part of the broader war
on terrorism, the United States
hopes to strike at some old enemies who came long before bin
I aden. The United States officially considers seven countries
(in addition to the Taliban) to be
sponsors of terrorism: Iran, Iraq,
Syria, Libya, Sudan, North
Korea and Cuba. "An? we going
to consider using large -scale
military force to change those

regimes?" Kanter asked.
Some administration officials argue that the United
States should be seeking to
overthrow the Iraqi n-gime of
Saddam Hussein — and the
war against terrorism might

unraveling
bin
Laden's
finances, but potentially for
joint military action as well.
And the United Slates will seek
ways to help governments
including Egypt and Algeria,
whose domestic opposition
movements include many bin
I aden followers
In the past, the United Slates
has struggled to maintain such

-UOne has to think about,
if necessary, larger
forces... about
accepting casualties.

coalitions but.it mis admittedly
early stage, European diplomats
claim this coalition is different.
"Europeans, particularly the
I'rench, have been victims of terrorism so it's an issue that hits
home," a French diplomat said.
"Americans inav be surprised by how much on
board we are."

— Paul Wolfowitz
US.Depul) DefenseSecrclary
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Domestic security

strengthen their case in internal debates.
But those ambitions might
be curoed by another important
piece of the administration's
strategy: its goal of building a
broad global coalition to join the
United States in the struggle

A fourth major piece of U.S.
strategy will occur at home: A
new emphasis on domestic
security to make it more difficult for terrorists to operate
inside the United States — as
they did with surprising ease in
preparing for last week's attack
Agencies involved in White
House planning meetings last
week included not only the
justice Department but also the
Department of Transportation
and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service — "not
the usual people you see <<t f',r
eign policy meetings," one official noted.
Officials said no decisions
have been made whether new
legislation is needed to tighten
US. borders and make airports
more secure.

Help from abroad
The United States would
like to have the vast majority
of countries on board, but is
aiming for active participation
by more than 1U) nations _
almost three times Ihe size of

itton coalition Bush i
father built for the 1991
Persian Gulf war.
The administration especially hopes to enlist Arab and
Muslim countries. The United
States also will rely heavily on
its traditional allies in Europe,
mostly for cooperation in intelligence and police work and in
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WE NEED A FEW GOOD MEN
1 hour can make a BIG difference
in the life of a child.

16,

Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886

ore-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

A Child Is Waiting

WWW.TriEBREEZe.ORG
For when you're too lazy to haul yourself out of bed to pick up the paper.

Solder May Be (S/er
Blood Pressure Screening
*
*

Sept. 19, 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Join our staff as they take your blood
pressure and give you an idea of how
healthy your heart is.

• «•

River Rescue
Sept. 21, 3 pm - 6 pm
Register by: Sept. 17
This clinic will cover the basics to help you be prepared for your next trip on the water. Topics will
include rescue gear, throwing ropes, basic z-drag and
using safe swimmer techniques.

First Aid
Get Moving at UREC
Sept. 17, 7 pm - 8pm
Want to start an exercise program? Attend this
workshop that highlights all the major components
of a successful fitness program.
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*

Sept. 21, 2 pm - 5 pm
Register by Sept. 20
This class provides training in recognizing an
emergency situation and how to respond.
An American Red Cross Certification.

+

*

Bat the programs at UREC are Jus* r/eatin^ up.
For more information call x88700
or visit www.jmu edu/recreation
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Terrorist network runs wide and deep jp™*™™^
BY CRAIG PYES,
PATRICK J. MCDONNELL

and Wu LI AM C. REMPEL
Los Angeles Times
Morunud Att.i. .1 student of
urban planning, a militant
Muslim and a suicidal pilot.
w.is.i Indcrol his hijacking cell
and shuttled among cities in Ihe
I inii'.l States and abroad, offerin estimators a trail that
could lead to kt) managers of
tin' conspiracy to attack
America, according to records
reviewed Saturday by the Los
Angela tbita.
I le traveled into the United
State! from countries including
Germany .md Spam, which
h.n t many active terrorist cells.
In the months before the assault
til the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon, he made two trips
Fran Miami to Spain, the
records showed.
Att.i 1 joufMyi fit a pattern
taught by trainers (or Osama
bin I aden, the Saudi fugitive
who runs a terrorist network
Irom Alghane-tan The trainers
teach roUoweri to communicate instructions in person and
to avoid telephones or any
other means subject toelectronH surveillance.
Tracing Atta's journeys
could lead investigators to middle-level handlers directing
what U S. officials describe as
LSOUrted CeUl Ol terrorists who
infiltrated the United States
They commandeered airhn
ers Tuesday and piloted them
into the Pentagon and the
World Trade Center in the worst
terrorist attack in American history. One side of the Pentagon
Hi as flattened, and the twin towers of the Trade Center were
destroyed. The death toll is

Atta obtained a visa at the
US consulate in Berlin on May
18, 2000, and came to Newark,
N.J., on June 3 on a flight from
Prague, Czech Republic He was
admitted to the United States
under a temporary visitor's visa
good for six months.
He overstayed his visa by
more than 30 days.
Then, the records show, Atta
took several trips that brought
him to nations with terrorist
cells where face-to-face conversations could frustrate the
eavesdropping capability of
electronic surveillance.
He returned to Miami
aboard an American Airlines
flight. Despite previously overstaying his visa, usually a cause
for critical scrutiny by immigration officials, Atta was readmit
ted to the U5 for six monthHe and Marwan Al-Shehhi,
his cousin and fellow hijacker,
moved back and forth between
Coral Springs and Nokomis,
Fla. while they attended
Huffman Aviation for several
months in nearby Venice.
On July 7, nearly two
months before the attack on the
Trade
Center
and
the
Pentagon, Atta left Miami
again, once more on a trip that
took him to Spain.
He returned to the United
States on July 19, flying into
Atlanta aboard Delta Airlines.
His visa was extended to Nov 12.
Atta left a rental car in
Boston when he boarded
American Flight 11, a Boeing
767, bound for Los Angeles. I le
and his fellow hijackers crashed
the jetliner into the north tower
of the Trade Center.
Al-Shehhi boarded United
Airlines Flight 175, also a

expected to exceed 5,000 people.
U.S. Secretary of State Colin
L Powell says bin I aden is the
prime suspect. U.S. and foreign
counterterrorism
specialists
evaluating last week's events
point to disturbing developments in the bin Uiden organi-
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...each person knows
only what he is
supposed to do... to
preserve your secrets.
— Ahmed Ressam

l«Tori«. government witness
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zation: The complexity of its cellular structure has increased.
The significance of its targets
has grown. Perhaps most disturbing, the sophistication of its
technology has escalated year
by year.
These experts fear that the
logical next step is chemical,
biological or nuclear terrorism.
Intelligence sources say U.S.
reconnaissance satellites recently spotted numerous dead animals in fields near one bin
Laden camp, suggesting that
the testing of chemical weapons
might be underway.
Atta, 33, who studied urban
planning, reportedly co-founded
an Islamic prayer group at the
Technical University in Hamburg,
Germany, and shared an apartment there with two men, including a cousin, who would become
hijackers in his terrorist cell, as
well as with others linked to the
bin I jden network.

sitvmvi:!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydtve!

an adviser on counterterrorism
to the French defense and interior ministries.
"The most difficult thing (for
law enforcement) is to infiltrate
networks composed of very few
people which are very mobile,"
Daguzan said. "It's even more
difficult to look at groups of
three or four, when they cross
the border from Belgium,
Germany or Sweden."
According to Daguzan,
Western democracies with a traditional respect for individual
privacy — particularly those
with liberal travel, asylum and
immigration policies — have
become both havens and targets
for bin Laden's associates. They
"understand very well that they
can use the Western values to
organize themselves," the
French analyst said.

-6 6
[Bin Laden j will want
his next attack to be
bigger...
— Rohan Gunaratna
Center for ihe Study of Terrorism
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Thus, bin l-aden's network
"was able to strike at the heart
of America," Gunaratna said,
because its flexibility allows it
quickly to create new cells
capable of "conducting longrange reconnaissance and terrorist attacks.
"The global reach of the terrorist groups has increased
despite global cooperation"

against them, he said.
If organization is one factor
that distinguishes bin Laden's
network, another is methodology. "Osama bin laden is a very
patient man," Gunaratna said.
The attack on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon, for
example, had "to have been
planned for a long time."
According to a variety of
European and U.S. sources, bin
Laden has been planting highly
compartmentalized, independently operating cells in the
United States since at least 1992.
"They come and form, mount
reconnaissance and disappear,"
according to the Scotland-based
scholar. "A second cell will
come, get a safe house, vehicles
and weapons. A third cell comes
and carries out the attack."
The two fully fueled jets
struck the Trade Center with the
explosive force of a tactical
nuclear weapon "[Bin Laden]
will want his next attack to be
bigger," Gunaratna said, "to
incrementally increase his operations to biological and chemical weapons."
The multinational origins of
the 18 other hijackers who died
along with Atta mirrors the
increasingly polyglot character
of bin laden's network.
Nationality notwithstanding, counterterrorism experts
say that bin Laden, the
Algerians and allied cells of militant Tunisians, Moroccans,
Libyans, Pakistanis, Saudis and
Egyptians share a common
belief—that the United States is
Islam's "greatest enemy" — and
a common objective: to kill as
many people as possible for the
greatest media impact.

JMU's Fourth Annual International Week
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JMU discounts
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348-3759

(540) 943-6587

complete information is on: www.skydiveorange.com
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g/\

Boeing 767. He and his fellow
hijackers flew it into the
south tower.
Atta's conduct reflects the
training
terrorist
Ahmed
Ressam described when he testified recently as a government
witness after being sentenced to
more than 140 years in prison
for attempting to bomb Los
Angeles International Airport.
While at one of bin Liden's
Afghan camps, Ressam said, he
was drilled to preserve secrets.
"When you work in a group,
each person knows only what
he is supposed to do — not
more — to preserve your
secrets," he said. "Avoid the
places that are suspicious or will
bring suspicion upon you."
Bin 1,1 den's organization —
called Al-Qeada Ah? Base) —
has become so complex that it is
at once, global, multinational
and decentralized, experts say.
Bin Laden's "network is
unprecedented," said Rohan
Gunaratna, a senior research
associate at the Center for the
Study of Terrorism at Scotland's
University of St. Andrews.
"We've never seen a network
like that before. It's essentially a
flat network. All those we have
fought before have been hierarchical and vertical But horizontal networks have a very high
capacity for regeneration and
for linking up with other organizations."
Bin Laden's cells present
vexing difficulties for law
enforcement and intelligence
agencies because of their size
and tight, homogenous membership, according to Jean
Francois Daguzan, a senior fellow at the Foundation for
Strategic Research in Paris and

International
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—
Church
Student Ministries is beginning a
new semester of Late Night Campus Ministry!

Late Ntte begins Thursday evening Sept. 6 at 9:00 PM.
Praise and Worship and Bible Study at the Church.
Starting Sunday October 7, we are adding a
6:30 PM Contemporary Worship Service.
Sunday school follows our 11:00 am service and lunch is
provided.
If you have questions, or need a ride, call Rob McClelland, the
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434-6551 or check us out at www.flrstpreshbo.oro
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"If we're going to be a
global community, we
damn well better start
acting like it."
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"Eager to place blame and
seek revenge, our patriotic
red becomes a bloodthirsty red with
discussions of war and

TOM DARROW
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Student assesses
tragic aftermath
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EDITORIAL

We are also at war with ignorance
Rod, while and blue.
Never before have these
colors mean! so much lo
us, never before has our
generation
been
so
"proud
to
be
an
American." Radio stations
blare patriotic tunes and
revive long-buried versions of our national
anthem from Super Bowls
past. Flags attached to car
antennas beat in the wind,
and other flags are taped
to windows, creating a
blur as cars whiz by.
Friday, administrators
urged students and faculty to wear red, while and
blue as many gathered on
the Quad to observe a
national
moment
of
prayer and
reflection.
Saturday, Super Wal-Mart
was sold out of American
flags, and apartment com-

plexes, homes and businesses
all
over
Harrisonburg displayed
their patriotic colors.
In this outpour of
patriotism everywhere,
Americans once again are
united in a joint fellowship, a nationwide community of people grieving,
supporting
and
unfortunately, sometimes
hating together.
Eager to place blame
and seek revenge, our
Ealriotic red becomes a
lood-thirsty red with
discussions of war and
attack. Already, reports of
acts of intolerance and
hale plague America.
A Sept. 15 Washington
Post article stated that the
Council on AmericanIslamic Relations reported
210 incidents of violence
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or threats of violence
since the Tuesday morning's attacks.
Not just a national fear,
students at colleges and
universities worry that
similar situations may
infect campus life. Such
fears inevitably raise the
question, "Who is the
enemy here?"
By singling out those of
Middle Eastern descent as
the enemy because the
current prime suspect
happens to be of that
descent is about as logical
as punishing the entire
kindergarten class for the
acts of the few bad apples.
And as the Senate
approved the use of military force should the president decide to retaliate, one
wonders how we can go to
war when we are already

starting fights with people
in our own country?
In this country where
we value freedom
and
diversity, we also forget so
quickly
that
every
American, regardless of
background, is just as
American as the next. We
forget in our rush to hate
someone, anyone for this
attack, that the Palestinian
students we sit next to in
class
also
have
an
American flag hanging
from their balconies and a
hole in their hearts for the
loss Americans endured
this week.
Never in our generation has there been such a
need for tolerance and
acceptance, a need lo
embrace our so-called
mixing bowl philosophies
and stand together.

When we first heard the
news, our stomachs ached
and our heads burned. We
were confused. We were
angry. Our Instant Messenger
away messages ranged from
sarcastic to mournful, from
vengeful to expressing a
hopeful and optimistic faith
in the face of adversity. We
stayed home from class. We
nervously sat in groups of
fours and fives around televisions and car radios, watching and listening to the networks deliver their grim
news. Some cried. Others sat
dismayed, unable to speak.
None of us could eat. We all
called our parents.
Tuesday morning, for
many of us our first experience with this kind of horror,
was truly the darkest day in
our recent collective memory,
despite the clear blue skies
above us. For the first lime,
we faced an unknown and
unseen enemy causing utler
destruction — for many of us,
far too close to home.
Whether or not the attacks on
the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon constitute a
"second Pearl Harbor" and
amount to an act of war
remains to be decided by our
lawmakers. First, we need to
come to grips with the event
itself. At this stage, we cannot
attach blame or guilt, but
only (and finally) come to the
realization that America is in
a new age, where its power
and prestige mean little to
those who would utilize violence and terror against civilians in vengeful and cowardly acts of brutality.
We saw burning victims
leap from the highest floors
of the Twin Towers in an
effort to escape the encroaching flames. We gasped in
bewilderment, seeing an aircraft collide with a skyscraper, erupting in streaks of
orange, red and black. We
focused on the insanity of
seeing the symbol of our military strength, preparedness
and discipline singed and
then collapse. Our eyes made
the connection between the
soot-covered rescue personnel, the ashy and empty city
streets, and the hollow
frames of a once-bustling
financial district we saw on
CNN to the war-torn Bosnia,

Kosovo and Belfast of a different world — one seemingly and safely removed from
our everyday lives — but
now all too familiar
As many problems as this
nation has (too many to enumerate here), it does a soul
good lo see how people —
ordinary
and
average,
trained and untrained —
humanely respond to acts of
violence so profound and
remarkable that they degrade
the human soul. People
respond to crises in many
ways, and we must always
remember that to seek immediate retaliation and to
avenge that which we have
so loved and lost without discussing the consequences and
without all the facts, is precisely the irrationality and
justification that terrorists
use around the world to
inflict their damage and to
spread their messages.
We covered our heads
with our hands and stared at
the floor. We lost track of time
and hunger and watched the
news filter in, slowly and
painfully. We awaited word
that our national leadership
was safe and in control. We
awaited speculation on how
many people perished, both
hating lo find out but somehow needing to know. We
asked ourselves "how" and
"why," equating the images
we were witnessing to safe
movie screen fiction — only
this was no fiction, and we
had no popcorn in our now
trembling hands.
We, the young generation
of instant communication,
instant access, instant gratification and general domestic peace, now know firsthand what domestic warl.irc
feels like. We understand the
terror and the astonishment
that a Pearl Harbor can send
rippling through a country.
We know what "war fever
is. Many want to attack, to
swiftly and devastatingly
announce to the world thai
we will not cower, that we
will not be weakened, and
that we will fight on. Many,
however, want to retreat, to
fall back, to lick our
wounds and reassess our
common view of the world.
Perhaps we made loo many
see STIU., page 8

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Writers express
concern over tragedy
To the Editor
JMU President Linwood
Rose's decision to keep classes
open from Tuesday on effectively made me sick to my
stomach. In no way am I looking for a reason to get out of
class, but the current situation
necessitates some time for
grieving. In addition, we're
only about a two hour drive
from the Pentagon. That has
not only hit hard to those who
live in Northern Virginia, but
it has hit hard for those same
kids who were told to go to
class. The same goes for students from the New York
Metro area, including myself.
This isn't a time for business as usual. The idea that
ROM.' may have kept classes
open as a way to say th.it terrorists can't disrupt the university is ridiculous and
detestable. Even days after, my
focus isn't on anything but the
attacks. I can't learn in this
state, and neither can most of
my peers. Some professors
couldn't bear it either —
although some went along,
lectured and said nothing of
what happened.
All sports across the nation
put their agendas on hold.
They felt that they were completely pointless in the whole
scope of reality. When I saw
those images on television,
that was the only thing that
mattered. Even now, it/s still
the only thing that matters to

me - everything else is trivial,
and many students agree.
Despite the fact that I had
many friends and family in the
area at the time, despite the
fact that right now 30 families
from my town are missing
loved ones, it all seemed trivial
in the mind of I.inwood Rose.
Joseph Fionda
freshman, psychology
To the Editor
The events of Sept. 11 have
stirred a whirlwind of emotions in my head. Many, if not
all my thoughts cannot be
revealed lo others without
sending through me alternating waves of rage and sorrow.
When I think about the gall
the terrorists had to att.Kk .air
nation's citizens without just
cause in the beginning of a
normal workday — the rage at
their intolerance !o other ways
of life builds to the point of
screaming. Then as the list of
all the things that the United
States can do to retaliate
against the terrorists and anycountry that harbors them
runs through my mind, a
wave of sorrow passes over
me. Not only for the innocent
lives that were lost on Tuesday,
but also for the fact that most
of the people in this great
nation don't realize that there
arc innocent people in countries harboring terrorists. Not
everyone in those countries
asked to be forced into an
extreme way of life. Nor did
they ask their brethren to
attack innocent civilians,

bringing a reign of terror
down on our homes as well
as theirs.
I have studied what we, as
a nation, are entitled to do in
response to this barbary, but as
my roommate reminded me
last night, every option we
have will end the lives of innocent people that didn't ask for
this to spur a cycle of killing
that seems to never end. And
just as nobody asked for this to
happen, every decision-maker
in the military and government is asking not to be put to
the task of deciding how many
more innocent lives will pay
for this atrocity.
My point of writing this is
not to condemn the actions we
will take, because I know that 1
may have to make or advise
that order someday, but to aflfc
that in our rage we take the
time to remember that in our
retaliation and its repercussions we will be asking our
brothers, fathers, relatives,
friends, acquaintances and all
the innocent people that didn't
ask to die for our right to be a
free and peaceful nation.
To ask someone to die for
the basic rights that we all
hold dear is the greatest task
one can take, and I am
immensely proud of all that
have accepted and will
accept this task should the
U.S. call on them to fight. To
all my friends and those that
I do not personally know in
the Marines, Army, Navy,
Air Force, Coast Guard,
National
Guard
and

Reserves — thank you.
I Mmi Reed
senior, international affairs

To the Editor
As we react to Tuesday's
tragic events, it's important
that we remember to be consul.rate towards Middle
Eastern guests at the university
and toward Americans of the
Muslim faith. The temptation
to make unfair generalizations
about these people among us
runs counter to the principles
of tolerance and justice that we
are standing up for when we
stand up for America.
After Pearl Harbor, a tragic
mistake was made when thousands of Americans of
Japanese descent were herded
into concentration camps. The
U.S. government recently
admitted how wrong that was
and paid damages to individual survivors. We should
learn from that mistake and
not rcul Ihe same wav again.
Respect and love for other
people are key ingredients of
Islam just as much as thev are
fiart of other world religions,
slamic terrorists are an
extreme minority among
Middle Eastern peoples, and
they are no more repp
tive of Islam than are the
Catholic and Protestant ler
rorists who commit "murders
in Northern Ireland and
England representative of

Christianity.
Ralph F. Grove, ]r.
associate professor, department of computer science
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TopiCrWhatisthe
biggest lie youVe ever

told?
"Yeah, baby. I'll call
you."

Lee Singleton
senior, ISAT
"The alcohol is not
on my breath, it was
just spilled on me. I
promise!"

Patrick Simmons
junior, IDSS
"It's not you, it's
me."

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Alumnus gives firsthand account
1 came to work in
Washington, D.C. a little
early on Tuesday morning,
hoping to get some work
done. As I sat in the quiet of
my office with the door open
to an empty hallway, I began
to hear the rumblings of a day
that would soon change the
world.
"A plane has crashed into
the World Trade Center,"
someone said. I got up from
my desk and walked to the
conference room of our office
where some staff was gathered around a television. We
watched in disbelief as the
broadcasters showed both
towers on fire. It was an
awful sight, but confusing to
a naive American like myself.
What kind of an accident was
this? And then it happened.
The station replayed the tape
of the second airplane .is it
veered into the second World
Trade Center tower, engulfing the building in flames
and the air with glass.
My eyes began to fill with
tears as I realized lives had
just been lost in the most calculated and diabolical of
manners. We stood there
stunned, as if we were watching a fight on the playground
at school — too far away to
do anything about it, as an

older student beat up a
smaller one. But then we too
were hit
Gathered around the television* watching the New
York news, the D.C. newscasters broke in to report that
the Pentagon was hit. We all
knew exactly how bad this
was. Scenes flashed before
our eyes, and we saw the
Pentagon in flames. We all
exited the conference room.
The president of our company immediately told everyone to evacuate the building.
Now, you must understand the blanket of security
many of us feel residing in
Washington, D.C. As a pedestrian, we are often met by
Secret Service personnel, the
FBI
and Capitol police
patrolling the area. Simply
put, the District may be the
most secure location in the
United States. And at the center of this security apparatus
stands the White House.
As a staffer in the U.S.
Senate, I've driven to the
IVntagon many times. In fact,
I had driven through it just
Monday to cut through traffic The Pentagon is fundamentally a bunker. It is one of
the most defensible positions
on the planet, with only five
stories above ground and

untold stories below, maintaining the nations best security as well as its secrets.
Perhaps the only building
more secure
than
the
Pentagon is the White House.
As we exited our office
building, two blocks from the
White House, we could see
smoke from the burning
Pentagon. Fire trucks, ambulances and police cars began
to race as news spread that
the White House was being
evacuated. All I could think
was, "You don't evacuate the
White House." To my knowledge, the last time the White
House
was
evacuated,
America's fourth first lady,
Dolly Madison, rode by carriage, along the same path we
were traveling to escape the
fires being set by the British
in the War of 1812.
Yet here we were again,
huddled in groups crossing
the streets of DC with cell
phones in hand, helplessly
punching at buttons which
would not work, our communication systems jammed
under the strain of a national emergency.
And the further we got
from the White House, the
more smoke we saw. The
unbelievable was a reality,
and the most secure territory

in this free nation was being
patrolled by F-16 Fighter
Interceptor Jets, to be sure
that the attack on our city was
over.
While the structural damage to D.C. was far less severe
than New York, a victim of
the worst that mankind has to
offer, D.C. remained stunned
by the gravity and vulnerability of evil in this world. Our
strongest defenses penetrated, our most precious monuments evacuated. It was the
beginning of a new understanding and a new reality. If I
never hear an ambulance siren
again, it will be too soon.
And yet the image I take
from all this will not be the
smoke and chaos, but a
warm, clear day following a
Tuesday of terror, where all
was calm and peaceful.
Wednesday, I had lunch in
the park in front of the White
House. You might think that
in such moments authorities
might have closed it down.
But not today. Not in a country that remains free, no matter the challenge to its people, and while our flags
might fly at half staff, they
still remain high in representation of freedom.
Christopher Neff was the
1999 fMU senior class president.

Student still searching for answers
Matt Frazier
junior, marketing
"Don't worry officer,
it's just apple juice."

Kyle Fantoni
freshman, social science

STIU.,from page 9
assumptions
and
these
assumptions, regarding our
security and our sanctity,
have led to too many deaths.
Some of us fell asleep as
we watched the television
coverage, half hoping that
when we woke up it would
all have just been a nightmare. Some people returned
telephone calls, and some
debated. Some of us called to
donate blood only to find
that the outpouring of volunteers had made that call
unnecessary for the moment

Foxfield
Races

Others tried to take a
breather and avoid thinking
about the unthinkable —
how the giant that was awoken at Pearl Harbor, who for
far too long discounted and
ignored the fleas swarming
around it, was finally bitten
in a coordinated strike.
The nation was once reassured that there was "nothing to fear but fear itself." But
there is fear. Ignorance is
something to fear. Zealotry is
something to fear.
Some began to question the
benefits of American hegemony and the logic of U.S.

involvement overseas, no matter how benevolent, when the
consequences of such involvement result in deaths at home
and feverish hatred abroad.
Still, others questioned the
logic of returning home,
because to turn one's back and
to show weakness is to incite
further violence and aggression. Who is right and who is
wrong? Do we assault our tormentors or do we appease
them?
The answers won't come
now, and when they do they
will most likely be difficult
to swallow. First we must

understand and accept the
nature of our attacker, and
the reasons for its onslaught.
We must mourn our dead
and pray for peace. Whether
we disengage ourselves or
whole-heartedly engage our
enemies, we must understand and accept the consequences. We must calmly
debate, without prejudice
and without frustration and
vengeance clouding our
decisions, before we can
hope to find justice, or peace,
as the victim.
Dan Maurer is a senior
political science major.

Sunday
September 30, 2001

ATTENTION
JMU
STUDENTS
Infield spots and General Admission available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.com

International Week Is Coming
September 22-29

www.jmu.edu/international/iweek200l
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TOM DARROW

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student urges end to violence
I received this radically
patriotic forward in my e-m.nl
earlier this week:
"Let
nobody
think
that
Americans are incapable of
facing this foe and defeating
him. Let nobody think th.it this
country is any less able to 'face
the naked days' than she was
in 1861, in 1917, in 1941 and
1950. We shall rise to this. We
shall take our revenge. We
shall absorb these blows, and
strike back a hundred times
harder. Let America's enemies
crow today: Tomorrow they
will tremble, and weep."
—John Derbyshire
Although strong in his
opposition of terrorism, there
are many points that I believe
Derbyshire is missing.
The principles under which
these "terrorists" committed
these atrocities were doubtlessly nationalistic in nature. They
were striking out against a
country that, in their opinion,
was interfering with their nght
to rule themselves Anv sense
of nationalism so strong that it
would drive men to commit
suicide, and kill hundreds of
others, both in direct opposition to the pillars of their religion, must be taken seriously.
Could we, as a nation, have
done something to drive them
to such dire MnltS? t mild we,
in a sick sort of way, be getting
what we deserve? 1 don't mean
to suggest that people so desperate to save their lives that
they jump out of the 30th-floor
window deserve it, but obviously there is something to
learn from all of this.
Perhaps I can put this
another way to offer a bit of
perspective. The nationalistic
feelings that Derbyshire has so
clearly
voiced
for
the
American public doubtlessly
will push the American people
into action against the enemies
who struck us. Our strikes can
easily be considered more
cowardly in nature than anything they have done to us.
We, who will doubtless be
dropping smart bombs on
"terrorist targets" in the next
few weeks, likely killing civil-

Disclaimer:

ians in the process.
Although I do not condone
their actions in any way, 1 want
to try to point out that the men
who hijacked those planes are
perhaps mom courageous than
any pilot who drops a smartbomb without putting his lite
on the line in retaliation to this
attack or any politician who
sends a pilot to do such a thing
and we need to take their
attacks seriously.
The killing of a human
being, however it is played
out, is a tragedy. I hardly
think that a counter strike 100
times stronger will end the
killing. It will just prove the
nationalist hijackers, or "terrorists," correct and further
their resolve to end what they
perceive as American domination of their countries.
1 completely realize that I
have not suffered a fraction of
what many suffered last week.
I am sateiv nestled away in
the middle of the Shenandoah
Valley, watching the bombings
play out on CNN. But, for a
time, I was frightened as well.
My father works near the
Pentagon; 1 have friends who
go to New York University in
Manhattan and know others
who live and work in that
area. Even though all are safe,
1 know that there is something
to be learned from all of this.
and
furthermore,
many
things that should be done
to avoid what 1 think is
going to happen.
My predictions for the near
future are fairly simple. Since
the groups responsible for the
attacks haven't been so kind as
to claim responsibility, the IBI
and CIA have to go through
the process of figuring out who
is responsible, a process that
likely will lake longer than
many Americans can wait for
revenge. In the meantime, I
believe there will be swift military
response,
primarily
American, although with help
from our "allies," against terrorist targets whether they are
responsible for the attacks or
not Once we've accomplished
the
short-term
revenge of killing some terrorists (and some innocent

civilians along the way), the
lung term effects begin.
These attacks on New York
City and the Pentagon served
the purpose of waking the
American people up on the
subject of terrorism. Millions of
dollars will doubtlessly be
demanded for increased security in airports, greater intelligence measures in tracking the
movements of terrorists and
even to, as some predict, go to
war Although the likelihood
of war is very slim, since there
is no nation to declare war on,
the crackdown on terrorism
and violence is very real. I welcome the safety that increased
security brings, but not if it
requires involving ourselves
directly in the affairs of other
sovereign nations.
The only clear solution
that wouldn't involve the
spilling of any more blood is
to begin a dialogue with the
groups involved in this act.
The chances of this happening
are slim, as Bush has pointed
out, "The United States does
not negotiate with terrorists."
So obviously the chances of
them talking with us isn't
likely either
While 1 completely realize
that American government
m\ olvement that these "terrorists" are fighting against has
helped many people throughout the world, such as bringing
limited peace to the Balkans,
sending aid to flood victims in
Mexico and sending food to
help Kurdish refugees after the
Persian Gulf War, the United
States is still doing enough
wrong in someone's eyes to
provoke such a massive attack
As our history books are
quick to point out, the world
is rapidly advancing towards
a
global
community.
Americans buy Japanese cars,
Germans drink coffee grown
in Nigeria and farmers in New
Zealand pour Saudi oil into
their tractors. The sooner we
stop stepping on each other's
toes the better. If we're going
to be a global community, we
damn well better start acting
like it.
Tom Darrow is a sophomore
social sciences major.
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Darts

Harts A Pats are suimitirtl anonymously
ami printed on a spate-available basts.
Submissions arr based upon one person s
opinion of a giwn situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats

t.-mud dans and pals in htec<«lp0h<xniail.coiii

Dart...

Pat...

A"screw-your-24-hours-a-day-365-daysa-year-policy" dart to parking services who
ticketed expired meters during the candle
light vigil Tuesday.

A "way-to-witness" pat to Dale Cundiif
for his letter to the editor in Monday's edition of The Breeze.

Sent in by a grad student who is happy to see
that in this chaotic world, there are still people
who believe in the healing power of God and are
not afraid to admit it.

Sent in by a student who thought this school
and ntorc al\mt its --tudent> tind their emotions
thin money.

Pat...

Dart...

An "it's-alright you-didn't-want-to-getbtttan" pnt to the Breeze staff for not showing up to play al Ihc Bhu->low and WXJM
kickball game List Saturday
Sent in by The Dluestone and WX/M
staffs who weren't really in the mood to pipfli
you anyway.

A "whatdoesit-take" dart to Ihc JMU
administration for continuing to hold class
es even after President Bush declared a
national day of prayer and mourning.

Soil by a large group of students into think
that the Iragedy on Tuesday has affected so many
that it needs more recognition than lust too
hours of respect-

Dart...

Pat...

A "where's-your-compassion" dart to all
people who have committed hate crimes
against or threatened Arab- and MuslimAmericans, especially on college campuses,
in leaponee to recent tragedies.

An "rm-thankful-there-arestill caring
teachers" pat to psychology professor
William Thomas for discussing the recent
tragedies with his students.

I'rom an overwhelmed student who is glati
that one of his instructors worries about his students' well-being and hopes that professors
across campus do the same.

Sent in by a proud but troublni MmUuh
American sophomore who believes people
ini<oliH'd With tlv attack* are not represtntathv
of the Muslim community in any way.

IF YOU WANT TO SUBMIT SOMETHING TO THE OPINION
SECTION, SEND IT VIA E-MAIL TO NOWUNTD. REMEMBER, COLUMNS SHOULD BE 800-1000
WORDS. LETTERS ARE UP TO 500 WORDS AND NOTHING ANONYMOUS WILL BE PRINTED.

SUBMITTING IS EASY.
THE BREEZE
ANTHONY

-

SEEGER HALL

MSC6805
OPINION DESK: X83846

This ad is not meant to imply that the next Turf will be all about scandalous sex.
We have explored serious issues affecting JMU students and we are open to content suggestions.

We know what THEY did last summer.

-Who did you do?
* submit your funniest, randomest, grossest, most mortifying summer
stories to WiS&P and you could see yourself in print!

E-mail your stories/pictures to mail@turfmag.com ASAP!

Stop by our meeting tonight ot 8:30
(basement of Anthony-Seeger, in the Breeze office)

Anyone interested in working for Turf\s welcome.
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

1
5
10
14
15

Today's Birthday — Once you've decided on a soul male - this should be your first
priority - you II want to get to work. An interesting person becomes a good friend, and
on and on. until you get to the creative phase. That's where this year ends, but it's
really just the beginning.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - You've been push">>: hard this month (live your^^W self a bn?ak. Otherwise, you
could become disoriented out
there in the jungle.

,M~
1
^^M

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^■k» Today is an 8 - A friend needs
4fltt!vm" creative talents. This person
ttW cant pay much, but that's OK. Do
something nice as repayment for a
favor. It might be a favor somebody else
did for you years ago, or one they will do
in the future.

iM

17 Former
confidential
matter

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 23)

19 Sound of
disapproval

Today is a 7 - Remember that
magazine with the cute thing you
thought you could make? What
did you do with that, anyway?
No matter, you can wing it. Surround
yourself with art supplies and see what
happens.

aft!

20 Deserve
21 Storm center

22 William and Sean
23 Sleeper's letters
25 Science of
animals
27 Word-for-word
30 Let up
31 Bit of precipitation
33 Fell hat with a
brim
37 Gov. tax collector
38 College cheer
40 Adult males
41 Catch
45 Dangling thread
49 Discharge
51 Not skillful with
tools
52 Scottish music
maker
55 Sharp taste
56 Oscar, for one
57 Fish eggs
59 Anaconda or
copperhead
63 Strong wind
64 Avoid jail

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
I Today is an 8 - Can you afford to
; spend the whole day wrapped up
in your sweet baby's arms? Well,
how much does all that time apart
cost you? Maybe you owe a debt to yourself.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - A domestic dis, agreement is about to be
resolved. Just keep talking. To
celebrate, how about a trip to the
beach? If there's no beach nearby, a lake
will do.

—£,
Today is a 7 • Set business aside
f^ . for a while and concentrate on
\]PS your friends. You've been so
busy lately, they've been missing
you. Could you afford to devote the
entire weekend to them?

66 Periods

_ -w Today is a 6 - If you can spend a
j^^^J little extra time on your budget.
^Py^ you can find a way to get that
neat toy you want. If it's a really
expensive toy, you may also learn about
deferred gratification.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
j^a
Today is an 8 - Shopping is a
I^P good excuse for a drive
i^\ Combine business with pleasure
by seeking bargains the next
county over What you save you'll end
up spending on gas, but if you come out
even, you'll really still be ahead.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

_ a^. Today is a 7 - Although you're
^JN tired, you could also be feeling
MM strangely exhilarated. It's the
^Vk. sense of satisfaction that comes
from finishing a big job.

Today is a 7 -A person who has
. sometimes been critical sees you
'with new admiration. Is it your
*
style, your smile, or both?

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

1

67 Financier John
Jacob
68 Father

69 Fewer
70 Gravelly
71 Narrative story
DOWN
High school
dance
Strong cord
Finished
Frequenter
Even score
Forebear

4

3

14
17

■

1

1

■
27

28

-1

S2

1

26

i■

32

3/

12

1 1 1I
1
43

t^^H
34

36

36

61

62

40
4>

■•-

.

b3

14

SI

'

58

1

66

60

1

-

63

"
»

"

•

13

■

■
r

L

M

s

B

29

31

I

7

"

2C

16 "_ la Douce"

-v Today is a 7 - Compromise is
-^•j* required. You're playing .i game ol
(^P give and take. You give the other
person what he or she wants
most, and you get what you want in
return. It will now work in your favor
more often than not.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - Be respectful
around your elders, even if you
don't approve of their behavior.
They belong to another generation and grew up in a different world.
But, if you speak politely, they'll listen.

ACROSS
Urge forward
Pet cat
Rich soil
Wander about
Accustom to
hardship

'■

"

■

1

"

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

7 Inter
8 Puff of air

r

9 So far
10 Printed lies
11 University of
Maine town
12 Surrounded by
13 Weighty
18 Stand-in
22 Dissimulation
24 Make a
miscalculation
26 Fellow with two
left feet
27 Runny French
cheese

28 Tall tale
29 High school subj.
32 Buddy
34 Sign of things to
come

35 Tear apart
36 Raggedy doll
39 Roof

42 Stifle
43 Surrounded by
44 Apple seed
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46,rbko_
47 Command to be
quiet
48 Intensely sincere
50 Actress Wright
52 Round roll
53 Knowledgeable
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Festive events
Horse food
Operatic song
Actor Maiden
Fencing sword

64 Saloon
65 Attempt

-Tribune Media Services
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SPACIOUS KITCHENS
CEILING FANS
FULLY FURNISHED

OLYMPIC-SIZE POOL
POOL TABLES
24-HR. FITNESS FACILITY

24-HR. BUSINESS CENTER
JLTRA-MODERN THEATER SYSTEM
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Call Today!

442-4800
c & leave hmic.nl student housing behind!
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THE ART OF

STORY BY SENIOR WRITER
ART COORDINATION BY

ymptoms: Difficulty concentrating and focusing on work and
other tasks at hand; stifled creativity; scatter-brained and unorganized; waking up late, not feeling adequately rested or refreshed
after a night's sleep; felling ill-at-ease in the bedroom or office.
Possible diagnosis: Off-balance lifestyle
Suggested treatment: feng shui
Feng shui is all about balance. It's about feeling vour
best and optimizing your senses, productivity and focus.
It's being aware of your environment and how you consciously and unconsciously interact with it.
The multi-faceted practice of feng shui, pronounced
"phung schway." is part of ancient Chinese and
Japanese philosophies of nature. Literally translating
to "wind water," feng shui is a broad term that
incorporates ways in which humans can healthfully
live, work and rest by tuning into nature and their
environment.
Coming from so many sources and encompassing so many ideas, if s exceedingly difficult
to get the straight facts on feng shui. For some,
if s an interior design tool to compose pleasing
and functional arrangements through floor
plans, use of color and furniture placement. For
others, if s a complete way of life, an intangible
feeling that commands one's lifestyle.
In the art of feng shui, a natural form of energy, often called qi or chi, flows freely throughout
space. If humans can harness this energy, they
JENNIFER SURFACE
can capitalize on its positive attributes and let the
energy work for them.
ART DIRECTOR MEGHAN MURPHY
"Think of yourself as a boat; it is simply e.wer
and more effective to sail with current and wind
rather than against it," said Jenny Liu, a feng shui
researcher and consultant, on SpiritWeb
(wwwXeu.spmtweb.or$).
According to Sally Fretwell, a feng shui consultant
fnmi Charlottesville, it is no simple task to identify basic
principles of feng shui because of its personalized nature.
Tnere is a great deal of contradictory information about feng
shui. How individual people apply feng shui to their own
life must serve their purposes and abide by their own interpretation. It's all about personal comfort and balance.
"Feng shui is about being aware of what is going on around
you. Seeing is only the tip of the iceberg. The energy or intuition
behind feng shui is simply tuning into the subtle aspects of an environment," Fretwell wrote in her book, "Feng Shui: Back to Balance."
TTie five elements: water, tree, fire, earth and metal represent the
life cycle and direct most feng shui ideas. If the five elements are the
recipe for one's life cycle, some ingredients include use of color, mate
rial and compass directions in arranging one's living and work space.
The appropriate mixture of these ingredients is all very personalized.
Liu mentioned several factors that affect the balance in one's sur
mundings including the combinatioas of interior and exterior space,
light, sounds, smells, materials and furniture arrangement.
Feng shui masters and consultants market their services in detecting the
flow of good and bad energy and advise in interior and exterior design. To
an extent, feng shui has been commercialized in the Western world as an
interior design option. A hefty fee may be attached to the process of hiring a
professional who will not only assess the interior designs of homes and
offices but also aids in house-shopping or laying the blueprints tor homes,
offices or any other building, depending on its function.
But what about the college student? With fewer options and resources to
work with and a meager budget, how can collegiates integrate feng shui into
their lives?
There's no need to blow your weekend pizza fund on feng shui consultaion when you can be your own judge of what suits you best. Simpk1 alterations
to your living space may cause unexpected, positive effects. Messy nx>ms certainly don't make the grade when it comes to feng shui. Harmonious work and
rest environments demand tkttMM
"When I am very positive and energetic, it's when I don't have a lot of clutter
lying around," senior Natalie Scherer said. "A book I read, Declutter with
Feng Shui,' by Karen Kingston, says that clutter can block certain outlets Of
your life with stagnant energy." Scherer has been incorporating feng shui
into her life for about five years.
Fretwell agrees that it is easiest to function in an organized space. Your
home and workspace reflect your inner condition," Fretwell said. "You
see that these spaces are actually extensions of who you are and how
you express yourself in the world. Every object, as well as your choice
of color, lighting and decor in your home or workspace reflects
your life experiences and the choices you've made."
see FENG SHUI, imp 14

Students find cheap decorating treats
Students get creative while decorating personal space, express their individuality
\ Bi 1 SKI
contributing writer
The college bedroom is an MMfttial space of sanctity for students. Nailing band posters and
taping a few photos to a wall may
seem like a done deal, but in an age of
defining your individuality, what bctterplace to start then your one source
of personal space?
Meet senior loni Gaghan, master in
the art of dorm decoration. Her talent
began long ago in a suite-like cell of cinder block. C -section of Huffman Hall,
where she met with her first great challenge — transforming a few square feet
into a stylin' pad.
Thnxigh the years she's garnered quite
a collection of oddities, which have won
her the esteem of her peers who have
nested in her den at one time or another.
The result? Well, most people just feel
pretty lame in comparison and find
themselves pining for an equal source of
expression in a space so small.
Lucky for us, Gaghan isn't Mingy
about offering UP the s.« rets behind her
craft (although she's so confident in her
talents she challenges anvone reading
this to a room-off).
BY LAI HI

Secret #1:
iWQl GUYNN/ctmmbutmg ptuiimraphei
Lots of brightly colored pillows art an essential element In senior Lonl Gaghana room.

"Well I like lo keep it cheap by going
to a lot of thnft stores," (uighan said.
By this she means look hev'ond Gift
and Thrift and Salvation Arrriy I'oke
around. Envision beyond the product at
1 „,. .,!.!.■ rsins-imi cases for will dec-

Ikea. Constantly keep your eye out for
m.it ihings to augment vour decor.

Secret #2:

"Experiment with color," Gaghan said.
Dress your scantily clad white walls
with your favorite color to balance the
empty space.
Even lime green can get the job done.
Just swing by senior G>lieen YanceVs sleeping chamber. Yancey is Gaghan's roommate.
"Don't be afraid to mismatch; just mix
the stuff you like and if II be fun," Yancey
said. "It's OK to have a leopard rug without decking the joint out in jungle prints."

Secret #3:
"Keep things comfy," Gaghan said.
Don't skimp out on the fluffy stuff;
pillows are key. Make a place to relax
beside your bed, like an old arm chair, a
bean bag or a couch.
Gravitating toward the bed can k*ad to
premature snoozing, and your room
needs to promote a variety of activities
beyond sleep.
The main secret is keeping in mind
that your college bedroom should be a
multi-faceted area. It needs to nurture
both your academic and creative sides.
It's a place to bring your honey home
to. But most importantly, it's tne one
spot where you can seal yourself off
trom the rest of the world and gain an
ounce of peace.
Don't let these years of self expression pass you by. Soon enough you'll be
squabbling with vour mate over curtains
and comforters Take it from Gaghan,

\

■.. i.,1'h, i

Senior Lonl Gaghan found this giraffe plant holder at
chain ttore ROM Ores* tor Lett.'
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Focus

Feng Shui elements beneficial to students
to kids — it just depressFBNG SBVt, from jmgeU
them," Fretwell Bid Painting
The multifunctional rooms
walls is best, hut that is not
common among college stualways
an option in dorms and
dents living in apartments and
off-campus
apartments. "If
dormitories can cause confusomeone has no way to paint,
sion in interior design. The
then al least put things on the
conflicting interests of working
walls — that opera I \ W*/
and resting must be housed in
Fretwell said.
a single room. Students don't
i lamj Minting^ nwrtria
have much liberty to choose
or colored gau/e on the v\ alls
the placement, shape or locato
break
up the white. She m
tion of their room either. There
ommends warm shades of yel
are, however, simple ways to
low and salmon for study envimaximize the comfort of your
ronments. Fretwell warns that
space through ft'ng shui.
combinations of loo much blue
In feng shui philosophy, colmd white may have a depressors are associated with different
elements and qualities. Shades of ing effect.
Color preference and perblue, black, turquoise and deep
ception are different for each
purple correspond to the water
individual. Theelement.il quail
element, fluidity and relaxation.
ties of color aren't meant lo
Green is related to trees and
determine what colors are
spurs new ideas and movement
"good" or "bad" fordcoontinft
while peach and pink have
Fretwell Wrote It is good to
warm, nurturing effects.
experiment with
Charging,
color and deterenergizing col- — fc fe
mine which colon, which are
ors create the
related to the
most comfortfire element
Watching what white able environinclude vellinv.
ment for you.
orange and
walls do to kids — it
Along with
red Brown, tan
color, the maten
and beige.
just depresses them. als
with which
associated with
earth, possess
-Sally Fretwell objects are com
grounding,
feng snui consultant posed should
also be taken
0 ilitung qualiinto account,
ties. White.
??
according to
gray, silver and
feng shui princiother metallic shades have
ples. Examine your own li\ing
defining and clarifying characspace to better understand what
teristics.
areas take on the qualities of their
White walls create a glare
components.
and can't absorb any warmth,
Silk, cotton, china, pbatac
rendering lethargy and less
clay and tile materials relate to
energy and motivation.
"Watching what white walls do the earth element and have

grounding effects. If used in
keep in mind is sources of
excess, they may have a stae,
light According to Fretwell,
nating effect. Wood, bamboo,
when all lighting fixtures and
W k kcr and paper relate to the
lamps aim light downward,
tree element and are activating
the room may have a heavier
materials suggesting upward
feel. She suggests three-way
movement, but can cause irrilamps, sconce lighting and
tability or grumpiness it
other lamps that aim light
ovcruacd Metal objects, granupward.
ite and marble
Directional
u
are metal elecomponents
mtmi that help
are believed to
to clarity and
affect the funcdefine. These
When
you
walk
in
here,
«*«% <*a
material*-1 HI
e t i*
n »
space.
create a cold
)'()U feel thingS flOWing According to
environment if
r
i *
Fretwell's
freely.
book, the
overused. The
fire element is
■ ■ % lit
North is adap-LindyHlggS tiveandach
associated with
store owner vatesthesub
objects like candles, which illu— _
conscious,
minate, en-ate
~~ / /
dreams and
warmth and
vision. The
activate Glass, crystals and
Northeast has introspective
mirrors are of the water elequalities while the East is a
ment. These materials expand
more active direction, spurring
vision, but too much may blur
new ideas. The Southeast is
boundaries. Fretwell highly
philosophical and creative. The
recommends mirrors to draw
most active and expanding
in natural light and reflect that
direction is the South, which
energy into the room.
encourages networking and is
Throw rugs can increase the an illuminating direction. The
comfort in a room by absorbSouthwest is a calm, nurturing
ing noise. "Anything that aesand supportive direction similar
thetk .illy feels good on the feet
to the West, which is relaxing,
is good for the college room,"
tranquil and reflective. Qualities
of the Northwest include focus
Fretwell said. Pillows and
ttnowacan alaocraataa
and responsibility.
Experimenting with the
warmer environment.
Electronic overload in the
direction and placement of the
form of computers and related
bed may determine where an
equipment, televisions and
individual rests best When the
stereos can disrupt the natural
body is aligned indifferent
feel of a room. Plants can coun- directions, energy flow affects
terbalance electronics, bringing
the body in different ways. If
nature back into the picture.
you sleep with your head to
Another decorating idea to
the East, your pituitary gland

purpose with the following
and whole body is aligned
questions; What is the main
with the East. When aligned
function of the room? Who will
w ith the East, the energy of the
spend the most time in the
sunrise in the East may stimuF00O1' What kind of atmoslate you to wake earlier,
phere would serve this person
Fretwell said.
best? What is your intention?
'1 have my bed accessible
To energize or to calm?
from both sides in order to let
"[Feng shui] does affect me
positive energy flow around the
resting place and not be blocked in the way I feel mentally,"
Scherer
said. "Actually, right
in by a wall," Scherer said.
now I am feeling a little overIt is best to have a desk facwhelmed and crazy with
ing into the room or facing the
entryway, creating a power posi- things, and my room has clutter everywhere."
tion, Fretwell said. Positioning a
Lindy Higgs of Herbal
desk up against a wall shuts the
Wisdom, a natural health store
front channel of the body, which
located
off Neff Avenue in
can be detrimental to one's focus
Harrisonburg, used aspects of
and creativity. Having a solid
feng shui when structuring her
wall behind the desk, however,
shop. Higgs positioned a small
aids in concentration, productivity and creates a centered feeling. fountain near the entrance,
avoids fluorescent lighting and
If the layout of your room will
takes advantage of the angles
not allow for the desk to be
within the shop, allowing the
away from the wall, then try an
setup to widen
"L" shaped
and expand as
arrangement
-66
customers
with only one
walk from the
side of the desk
// is just something
front to the
in contact with
the wall,
interesting to try and back. "When
you walk in
Fretwell sugsee if it has an effect on here, you feel
gested. "If
things flowing
you're having
your life.
freely," Higgs
trouble getting
work done, try
said. "I don't
—Natalie
Scherer
moving your
senior have things
jammed up
desk to a new
against the
direction,"
Fretwell said.
walls."
"You will feel a
Scherer said,
difference."
"It is just something interesting
Before overhauling the color to try and see if it has an effect
scheme, arrangement and comon your life. I have been using
ponents of your living space,
it in moderation for years and
evaluate what effects you are
would like to leam even more
trying to produce. Fretwell sug- about it."
gests evaluating each room's
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Spend one hour a week with a child
in an elementary school near you.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886
ore-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

X5

A Child Is Waiting

International Photo
Contest!!
Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
1 WEIRD NAME.

•Entries can be b&w or color on
photo paper
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person

TIAA-CREF has a long history ol managing portlolios for the world's sharpest minds
.Contact us tor ■deas. strategies, and. at the very least, proper pronunciation
TIAA CftEF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

•Entries must be receiver! by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 20!

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!
l#

tfP

otfP

A*

Managing money for people
with other l/iings lo ihinlt about."

rvtf
\«&i

&

&

Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
annual International Week and the
week following (Sept. 22-Oct. 5)!

■lii.iKi-i
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yumuriMM nuiniwm •nusis .«<«., .,.«„„
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For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2001/photocontest/
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Kcanu Reeves hits a home
run in his role as a gambler
turned little league coach.

JANINA SYNNESTVEDT

junior
Stt story Mraw

Pact 17
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SEX-SUBURBS

STORY BYSENIOR WRITER
JlAMNt GAJEWSKI

GRAPHIC BY SENIOR ARTIST
CINDY TINKER
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"I would never gel my
hair cut in Harrisonburg,"
junior Janina Synnestvedt
said. Like Synnestvedt, many
JMU students say they would
not the trust the Burg with
their precious locks.
They travel far and wide in
search of the perfect stylist,
unaware of the myriad salons
that offer quality, affordable
haircuts right next door.
Junior Jenny Wilbourn
said, "People often go home
to get their hair cut because
they have someone there who
they trust, but why not find
someone
you
trust
in
Harrisonburg for the four
years you're here?" Although
some shops are more successful than others, to find one to
match your style, you have to
know where to look.

Haircutters: 540434-6493,
1828 South Main St.
"Pro Style is straight out of
the movie 'Steel Magnolias',"
Wilbourn said Right across
from the Sheetz on South Main
Street,
Professional
Style
Haircutters adds small-town
flare with every haircut.
Regulars get acquainted as
hairdressers swap the latest
stories and styles.
"You get to know your hairdresser because you go to the
same one every time," Wilbourn
said. 'They do a decent job for a
decent price. If you don't have
$40 to spend, but your don't
want to take scissors to your
hair, then it's your place."

BY BECCA WORTHINGTON

contributing writer

With cuts ranging from $10
to $15, Professional Style is
friendly and affordable. Hours
are subject to change, so call
ahead to make an appointment.
Mastercuts:
540-5640777, Valley Mall
Next time you're at the mall,
consider adding a haircut to
your
shopping
list.
Conveniently located in the
Valley Mall, Mastercuts offers a
quick crop to passers-by.
Haircuts start at $11.95, but for a
shampoo and blow-dry, add
another $5. Although its customer base is mostly local,
Mastercuts boasts a 10 percent
discount with a college ID.
JMU men seem satisfied
with their no-frills hair cut. "It's
pretty much what I expected,"
junior Jesson Zafar said. But
think twice if you're looking for
something more drastic.
The Studio: S40-434 8188,
380 East Market St.
The Studio attracts mostly
|\1l students, particularly
women, with its professional
salon talent and modern haircuts. "The Studio is good if
you want something drastic
or a totally new look," senior
Judy Bruen said.
Located on East Market
Street near the Reservoir Street
intersection, the Studio has

Who do you
trust to cut
your hair?
Above: Studio
owner. Judl
Crawford,
keeps M.■ r
customer
Bette
Rlckman's
hair In stylo.
The Studio Is
a favorite
salon for JMU
students.
Left: Tools a
hair stylist
should never
be without,
there are over
58 beauty
salons listed
in the
Harrisonburg
MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/. ■iirjftinili^nw
been one of JMU's hottest spots
for haircuts for the past 25
years. The Studio has different
levels of stylists in several
rooms, each with its own personality. "I liked the fact it was
a very energetic, vibrant atmosphere," Bruen said, "But it's
definitely pricier than most."
For professional salon service,
expect to pay professional
salon prices with haircuts ranging from $20 to $40. The Studio

Ye,low

PW*.

recommends you make an
appointment in advance.
These are just a few of the
many hair styling options
Harrisonburg has to offer. With
more than 58 beauty salons listed in the Harrisonburg Yellow
Pages, you are bound to find
one to suit your tastes, if you are
brave enough to weather a few
chops and flops along the way
"It all depends on who cuts it,"
junior Katie Tichauer said.

Fall TV reels in a mixed catch
Bv CAROLINE CONTI
contributing writer
"Law and Order Criminal
Intent"
Is it another cheap attempt
at stretching a popular show's
name to the limit; or could it
be a quality show for the third
time in a row' With "Law and

hKIN Ml Ski "mu buttnx umu

One-night stands

Hair Corral: 540 879 2557,
3090 John WaylandHwy
Round 'cm up and head on
out to the Hair Corral, just one
mile past the Super Wal-Mart on
Route 42 in Dayton The I lair
Corral caters to both local and
college customers with 12 barbers, 12 beauticians and a full
line of beauty products, including the sought-after Tigi Bed
Head products. But the best part
about the Hair Corral is the
prices. Guys can get a cut for a
mere $6 in the barbershop, and
women pay only a dollar more
for a beautician.
"It was damn cheap," junior
Jordan Holt said. Holt cautioned not to expect anything
fancy from the Hair Corral.
"You just come in, get your hair
cut, and leave." This no-nonsense approach to hair cutting
makes the 1 lair Corral a top
choice for JMU guys seeking a
funk and easy trim.
'rofossion.il
Style
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"I would never get my hair
cut in Harrisonburg."

t- Playing 'Hardball'
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Order" having finished its
11th season and "Special
Victims Unit" its second season, a new dimension of "Law
and Order" is now unfolding.
"Criminal Intent" will take a
unique view of crimes* by
exploring them from the perspective of the criminal.
Although this season's "Law

NBC
Crossing Jordan, Monday, 10:00
Emeril, Tuesday, 8:00
Scrubs, Tuesday, 9:30
Inside Schwartz, Thursd
Law S Order: Criminal Inten

CBS
The Ellen Show, Friday,

ABC
Bob Patterson, Tuesday, 9:00
Thieves, Friday, 9:00
Alias, Sunday, 9:00

FOX
Undeclared, Tuesday,
The Bernie Mac Show, Wednesday, 9:30
umi'ihuting artist

and Order" rookie will stray
from tradition, it will still feature a detective duo that
defies the odds by uncovering
parts of cases only the best
could discover.
Detective Robert Goren,
(Vincent D'Onofrio), and partner Detective Alexandra Eames
(Kathryn Erbe) will use their
brilliant intellect and problem
solving skills to contend with
District Attorney Ron Carver
(Courtney B. Vance). Despite
the familiar name, "Criminal
Intent" promises to bring a
unique touch to NBC's Sunday
night lineup. This show airs on
NBC at 9 p.m.
"Emeril"
Many recognize Emeril
from
the Food Network
Channel. But the question is:
Can he act? Well, on Tuesdays
at 8 p.m. starting Sept. 18, this
question will be answered as
Fmeril (.agasee's new show
premieres on NBC. Essentially,
it's a show about working on
the set of a show.
l-nn-ril stars as one of
America's most popular chefs
who not only has to contend
with his outspoken, femaledominated stage crew in his
on-screen life, but also with a
teenage son and wife at home.
Pnxlucer Linda Blood worth's
uid on www.nbcxont. "We have
a show featuring great food
and the wonderfully charismatic Emeril who is surround-

ed by self-assured, terminally
opinionated women. What's
not to like?"
"Crossing Jordan"
"Law
and Order"'s Jill Hennessy continues to investigate crime in
NBC's new Monday night
show, "Crossing Jordan." This
time, however, she is Dr. Jordan
Cavanaugh, a Boston medical
examiner who works for the
Massachusetts State Coroner's
Office. Still affected by her
mother's unsolved murder,
Cavanaugh works tirelessly to
solve those crimes that would
otherwise be tossed aside. All
crime solvers, aspiring medical
examiners and lovers of intriguing television shows should
catch "Crossing Jordan" on
Mondays at 10 p.m. starting
Sept. 24 on NBC.
"Inside Schwartz"
Breckin Meyer ("Clueless,"
"Rat Race") is back in NBC's
new sports comedy as a sportscaster trying to manage his love
for the game and his newfound
single life With the help of his
comedic friends, (Miriam Shor,
Bryan Callen and Jennifer
Irwin), Schwartz will return to
the dating world after being
dumped by his long-time girlfriend Eve (Maggie Lawson).
This show isn't only for
sports fans though. According
to producer Stephen Hngel on
www.nbc.com, "You don't need

set NETWORKS. pate IH

"Is there a person alive who doesn't hate one-night stands? I've
never had a single one that was any good. You're expected to take
care of yourself, that's the problem, and when you're young you
don't know how. Then, when you're older and you do, you aren't
interested anymore in one-night stands. Ironic, huh?
—"Sleeping With Random Beasts" by Karin Goodwin.
Maybe when we have cars and mortgages and 2 ^ kids we will
review our current spontaneous frolicking with a certain air of disdain and an upturned nose. Maybe when we have real jobs and
real minivans, beer goggles will have ceased to resemble rose-colored glasses. One-night stands may glow a bit less in retrospect.
Who knows?
Let's have a show of hands. Who can relate to the gettingdressed-in-silence moment? Back to back, shoving one leg into
a pair of twisted jeans, the mutual awkwardness so thick in the
room that you could break your hand if you punched the air
Or worse, waking up the next morning beside Mr. or Ms. Wrong.
You can't remember his name or she's so unattractive you do an
instant recount of exactly how many shots you took the night before
There's the during-party public exit. The girl walks back into
the party with her bra in her purse, a rumpled shirt and only one
shoe, deliberately avoiding eye contact until she finds her ride
and quietly asks to leave. The guy, having somehow misplaced
his boxers, walks back into the party to a shower of high-fives
and Neanderthal hollering, whereupon a celebratory beverage
immediately and mysteriously materializes in his hand.
If, instead, the visitor spends the night, embarrassment could be
in store for both people involved. Have you ever walked out of the
bedroom only to find yourself in the middle of all of his or her
roommates? They instantly stop talking and either stare at their
bowl of Cheerios under the pretense that you are invisible or openly check you out for discussion upon your departure.
Heaven forbid one of you should need a ride home. Oh, the
unbearable silent agony of the drive. Perhaps the braver one of
you finally attempts some unsuccessful small-talk (skirting the
embarrassing name-recap, of course). Or maybe you just guiltily sit in uncomfortable silence, both smoking cigarettes that you
don't really want, just to avoid conversation.
,
And however brief the walk is from the car to your door, it is not
called "the walk of shame" for nothing.
Upon entering the sanctity of your own home, you replay
the experience over and over in your mind — at least the parts
you can remember. Por the parts you can't, you cross your fingers and hope that you didn't do anything that will award you
an interesting nickname around campus.
One-night stands are rife with questions and worries. What
if he had a girlfriend? What if she has an STD? 1 was so drunk
I don't even remember if we used protection. Is he even going
to remember what I look like? What in the world was her
name? This is gonna drive me crazy.
The lack of communication definitive of a one-night stand demands destructive results. It is not unheard of for one per- Z
son to read too much into the experience and decide that the
two of you are now "involved."
That is the worst. Girls are infamous for it, but guys do it,
too — thinking that sex means more than sex, even when the
situation proves otherwise.
It is both humiliating and depressing to explain your way out of a potentially romantic situation with a person for whom you feel no Z
relationship potential. Emotional inequality following intimacy is Z
always a bummer scenario because pain is inevitable. Then the rejec- Z
tor feels like a heartless jerk, and the rejected feels ... well, rejected.
Fortunately, more often than not, both parties acknowledge
that they "did it all for the nookie" and miscommunication is at
a minimum. But even so, both are then living in dread of "The
Next Encounter."
Sure, the nature of a one-night stand insists a discontinuation; "
of future contact, but with everyone milling about D-hall and the Quad, odds are stacked in favor of the two of you bumping shoulders at some point.
Sometimes, a civil couple will manage a weak smile and a
wimpy, "Hey," as they speed-race past each other. As far as I
can tell, the ignoring method seems to be most popular
among college-folk. There are few things that can instantlyt
sadden you like a blank stare from someone you know ;
you've been with before. Complete lack of recognition when ■
you make eye contact with a person you once hooked up with ■
is the absolute worst.
Well, the worst until you take into account all of the health
issues that go along with it.
Out of sheer morbid curiosity, on just such a topic, I wandered through the Web onto the STD homepagefc;
(www.grin.net/sifcamore/sttii. It opened with the statement,; •
"... almost everything you can do that is enjoyable can bi
risky for one disease or another." Scary, but true.
From there, the Web master provided information on bacteri-E
al infections (gonorrhea, syphilis, crabs, scabies, chancroids, tri "
chomona) and viral infections (herpes, venereal warts or HPV,
hepatitis and HIV). And where would a Web site be without the
pictures of raw, infected genitals? It was straight out of the sev-fc
enth grade Sex Ed slide shows. I highly recommend that every- one check out the STD Web page before even thinking about sex! .
with a new partner. Abstinence has never seemed so logical.
! Z
Considering that this is college, the chances of really, truly! Z
getting everyone to listen to anyone promoting a world without sex are about zero. And 1 know that. But, please — you've
heard it a million times — use protection.
I would also encourage everyone to get himself or herself regularly checked. Our very own University Health Center .
provides lab testing for several STDs, and the Office of Health! Z
Promotion at the Center provides free anonymous HIV testing ■
for JMU students. Call x8-6177 to make an appointment, or go to wivxo.jmu.eduflteaHhctr for more information.
The last bit of motherly advice that I would like to throw in is another obvious nugget of truth. Pregnancy is going to hap- pen, probably when it is least expected and least wanted So Z
check out the Choices contraception program that JMU offers.; "
Be smart. Be careful. And keep in mind both the Women's ;
Resource Center in Warren 404 at x8-3407 and the Harrisonburg ■
Pregnancy Center, 1014A Reservoir St., at 434-7528.
One-night stands are overwhelmingly sad and supremely
confusing experiences. They may be momentarily fun, but is the,
rush really worth the regret?
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Improv comedy to draw I
'Big Honkin'' laughter

CD Reviews

Stereolab emits 'Dust'
twinkle*, and vwal innuendoes pave thi' w.i\ lor ,i
jovial breakdown in "Space
Moth." Dancing guitars and
saxophone spurts make the
second half of this tr.uk
sound like a pepped-up
soundtrack to B Super Mario
Bros dream world.
In "Captain I sjychoraVt
rapturous trumpets and
stringed twangs emulate a
marching band on speed
until an enigmatically mellow breakdown raises quea
Don as bo whether or not its
still
the
same
song.
I laUudnax" takes the listener on a leisurely inner-tube
float down ,i lagoon with its

\\\ Jl ss (il ADIS
sin/I writer
\th-i ,i seeming!) exten
sivc
hi.itus
StereolAb,
which loured with Sonk
Youth lul summer, released
another amazing conglomeration ol Moog i) nthetizer
beeps and peppy gultai
statements Sound / lust, the
I rench
rockers'
eighth
album, emits an aural
euphoria that's guaranteed
to quell an) sullen spirit
Rife H ith sturdy soundscapes and blissful electropop, Stereolab's new album
envelops the band ■ traditional!) quirky 'punk
\ prelude (H h.mnting

pacified vocal

ventures and
melodic complacencyI \tremely
playful
yet
appropriately
subdued,
Stereolab's
album
displays
the
band's extraordinary
musical l.ul
CiHincs) ollllMKMMl KIAINMI M CHOI Y
Just when it
seems as if the pop factor album, the songs on Soundmight bleed over the songs' Dust are armed with a
edgsj), Stereolab kicks in ,■ fierce individuality, leaving
uniquely pleasing change Up,
each track w ith a wonderful
As on every Stereolab unpredictability.

Bv AMANDA HAYES
contributing writer
Imagine actors on stage
before
an
audience
Confidently, they speak the
lines memorized
through
weeks of rehearsal. Now Imagine those Mine actors on stage
for the second act They have no
idea what to say next because
the audience is now in eharge
Welcome to sketch comedy.

6 6... as long as I can
make people think
I'm funny, I'll keep
doing it.
—Austin Bragg
senior

Jay-Z 'Blueprint's rap
H> MICH A 11 CROSNICKI N

contributing writer

|a) / s Sept ii release ol
The Blmpnnt proves he bi the
most powerful and influential
figure in rap. The Bluqmnt
makes a statement ol greater
magnitude bj affirming lav
ill dominance in the

musk industry regard
genn Success and fay / have
gone hand in hand, and this
release will be IK> different

The
major
contrast
between rfcf Blueprint and the
last tour afcumi lay / has
dropped since releasing his
first, ReasonaUr Doubt, i*- the
overall quality of
The
Blueprint. "lite Blueprint will
give teenagers the same propel introduction to J.n / thai
Reasonable Poult gave us."
Mike I oving said.
Without a doubt The Bluqmnt
\s |aj Z's finest release to date,
i me element of the new
album that elevates it over
|ay Z's previous work Is the
extraordinary production iiv
beats t.ike listeners bock to old

school ianis rhearray of sam
pies used In fa) Zareexquts
tte. The production by high
profile names including the

Tr.uk Masters, lust Blaze and
Kanye Wssl cannot be emphasized enough.

The Blueprint contains ,i
lyrical arsenal rarely displayed by Jay-Z. Knowledge
of the rap game shines
through
his
lyrics.
Additionally, Jay-Z makes .1
timeless and poignant statement on street credibility
with the gritty lyrics th.it
comprise the album.
I he Ruler is Hack" opens
the CD, sampling Jackie
Moore's classic song "If " JayZ goes on to let anyone in the
rap game know that they have
to measure up to him: Welt in
then times/Well at least to
me/There's a lot of rappers out
there tryin' to sound like \ay-2JI
help you out, here- irluit you
do/You gonna need .* wide /CMS
anise that's a very bit thoa.
The vicious "Takeover"
takes the beef between Jay-Z
and fellow New York rappers
Naa and Mobb Deep to a new
level lay/lyrically railroads
\as and Mobb Deep daring
them to get in his way.
Jay-Z's lyrics are overpowering on "U Don't Know," the
lone song on the CD without a

hook.
"U
Don't Know"
lets everyone
know Jay-Z
can still run
the streets anv
time
he
wants. Iselliie
in the uviter/J
m hell/1
am a hustler
baby, / sell
uvter to a uvtl.
The Timbalandproduced "Hola' Hovito" brings
the bass-thumping beats listeners have grown accustomed to on Timbaland
tracks. Jay-Z claims, "And if
I ain't belter than HKi, I'm
the closest one." This is * le.ir
ly in correlation with his
nickname HOVA. short for
Jahova, as he professes to be
the new rap god.
Jay-Z questions where
the love for him la in I le.ut
of the City" The sample of
the Bobby Blue Hands
"Ain't No Love in the I learl
of the City" provides a classic beat for this song and
the jealousy that comes
with being ,i successful

Where Professionalism & Safely
Are Paramount.

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
/ hi' \l \ilh tog St lioot of
Choice m II. Ml) A DC

i
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skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483
WORLD REC ORI) Holders on staff

•Excellent Safely
Record
• 75+ Years
Instructional

Experience
•Skydivc Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
tin-re sa reason
tor that

<
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player in the rap game is
immediately articulated by
Jay-Z. It begins. Young bucks
spittin' at me/Young rappers
getting at ine/Mu jigga BIG
predicted this exact ly/Mo'
money, mo' problems/Gotta
move carefully/'Cause brothers
htite it when you getting
money like athletes.
"it you look up rap in the
dictionary you will see: Ratal
to Jay-Z's Blueprint. A coincidence it's called Blueprint? I
think not," senior Jordan
Breakley said. The title of JayZ's latest release symbolically
statesth.it this js how to make
a classic CD and that he still
stta .it the top of the rap game.

The latest offering from
Theatre II, "Big Honkin' IV" is
unlike any other. True, there
have
been
other
"Big
Honkin'" shows, but this one
is unique in that each night's
performance will be different
from the previous one. The 10member Stratford Players,
directed by senior Austin
Bragg, will go where no skeu h
show has gone before.
huh night, the first act will
be previously written material.
The second act, however, will
be improvised, based on audience suggestions Audience
members will be asked to
choose any noun as the actors'
focus. The improvised second
act will form the next night's
first act with new sketches
written based on the improv
from the night before,
!x)und confusing? [ust wait
until Friday night w here m.iter
ial from the 8 p.m. show will be
written into the first act of the
midnight show. In addition,
"each night, one person will be
on the sound board I ights and
sounds will be made up as we
go," Bragg said
The British show "Who's
line is it anyway?" became
increasing popular in recent
years, sparking an ABC ver-

sion with host Drew Carey. For
those who trv to compare the
television show to "Big
Honkin' IV," think again "This
is more challenging because
we're trying to do more than
play games," Bragg said.
Freshman Michael Dove
said."You have to trust yourself and trust each other." Cast
members spent numerous
hours rehearsing and becoming comfortable with one
another. Paying attention to
what is being said and done on
stage is important, too. "If
you're not listening. Ihe scene
falls apart," Bragg said.
I Respite the hard work and
long nights of rehearsing,
cast members expressed a
strong desire to entertain. "I
like entertaining people. The
ability to make light of any
situation, and have a sense of
humor is important," senior
Mike Setti said.
Bragg said, "I like making
people laugh, and as long as I
t.m make people think I'm
funny, I'll keep doing it,"
Biagg said.
For now, Bragg and fellow
castmembers are focusing on
tin-, week's performances. "It's a
grand experiment," Bragg said
of this year I production, "We
may wind up falling flat on our
faces, but we'll see how it goes."
The Stratford Players will
present "The Big Honkin' IV*
from Sept. 19 to 22 at Theatre
Q ShOWI begin at 8 p m with
a midnight show on Friday,
Sept. 21. Tickets cost SI The
group also has a Web site
under
construction
at
unvtv.theh^honkin com.

-BifHnkii'ir
at Theatre II
feftsa
|l III. fill ll lll!!lll
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Tattoos and Piercing
Professional, Sanitary, Sterilized implements
Original Tattoo Art Drawn by
Award Winning Tattoo Artist John Jones
Experience the Difference ! and
( Bring this Ad in for 10% Off )
Located inside THE LOOK - Corner of University Blvd. and Reservoir St
Call; 433-3322
We accept M/C and VISA

Why walk all the way across campus when you can simply stop by the
HHS building Rm. 2007 for your health concerns.

Hours
vM-F, 12-4 PM
Stop by and see us or call 568-1645

New!!!
University Health Center Nursing Satellite
A cooperative venture between the Department of Nursing and the University Health Center

wwwjmu.edu/hcalthctr ,»

ampus Crusade Fall Retreat.

m there
Rockbridge. September 21-23
contact Mark: cfaapmame@jmu.edu or 438-0970
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AF: official uniform of JMU?

-£ljfoVwily-IHSaw lull Gallery: The Art Directors Club of Metropolitan
I Washington: 52nd Annual Show" - Mon.-Fri. 10:30 3.111.-4:30
I p.m., Sat. & Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m., free
IV Zirkle House Galleries: Printmakinji and mixed-media by Chu
1 Mouras in Artworks Gallery, photography by Jinger Hamilton in
I Other Gallery, "Looking for Paradise" by Ken D. Ashton in New
I Image Gallery — Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sat. noon-4
I p.m., free

— PltJ5iC —
Encore Scries: Pianist Leon Bates, Wilson Hall, Fri. 8 p.m.,
2 public, $10 with JAC card. X7000
IV Leon Russell: Court Square Theater, Sat. 8 p.m., $21 in
ladvanee, $22.50 at door, call 433-9189

-Tb&aw *■ Da**"Salsarenguc:" Latin Student's Association, PC Ballroom, Sat.
110 p.m.-2 a.m., dance lessons from 10-11 p.m.
IV Rockingham Ballet Theatre: "Nutcracker" auditions. Ballet
I Extention, 102-B South Main St., Rridgewater, Wed. 6-7 p.m.
land Sat. 1-4 p.m., call 434-7289

—PloVh^S—
V Grafton Stovalt Theatre: "Dr. Doolittle 2" Thurs.. "Crouching
Tiger. Hidden Dragon." Fri -Sat ft p.m and 9 p m.t $2
V Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: 'Captain Corelli's Mandolin,"
"Legally Blonde,"' The Fast and the Furious." "Planet of the
Apes," $5 before 6 p.m., S7.25 after. Call 434-7107.
V Regal Cinemas 14: "American Outlaws," The Curse of the
Jade Scorpian," "American Pie 2," "Hardball." Meepers
Creepers," "O," The Princess Diaries," "Rock Star," Two Can
Play at That Game," The Glass House," "Jay and Silent Bod
Strike Back," The Musketeers," The Others," "Rat Race,"
"Summer Catch," $5 before 6 p.m., $725 after. Call 434-7661.

Jeelin' especially stylish
today? Share with
'The IJreezel
Call X8-3151
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Turning onto Broadway, I
quickened my pace as I made
my way to Soho to do some
shopping.
While
wading
through crowded sidewalks,
an unsettling, disturbing feeling set in. I continued walking
in spite of my disorientation.
Something was missing in the
throngs of people I pushed
through during that warm,
|une day in New York City.
I must have passed hundreds ol people on that walk,
and not even one of them was
wearing
something
from
Abercrombie At Fitch.
Not seeing AF plastered
across people's chests was
something I had not seen in a
couple of years and at the risk ol
sounding superficial, completely blew my mind. Where were
the human billboards I was so
accustomed to seeing at JMU?
This realization made me
think of the way two letters
have become so much a part of
all of our lives.
At JMU, this year AF invaded my life on the academic level.
In .lass recently, my professor
asked us what AF represented.
A class discussion ensued about
status, wealth and culture. My
two bits on the subject:
"Middle-class kids at the mall
buying trendy clothes."
Sophomore year, one of my

t

good friends, a Virginia Beach
surfer, detested AF and lectured me about how people
who wear AF apparel are zombies. Ironically, he ended up

His innocent comments rang
true on so many levels. On university campuses, AF has
become the symbol of college
students. The ubiquity of it h.is

A * fashion* nado

by senior writer
James David

working in an AF shop the following summer and returned
to school with plenty of AFwear, thanks to his employee
discount. I guess he was another casualty of the trendiness he
preached against.
When I was a freshman, l
had a friend who came to JMU
from Philadelphia. At that
time, AF had not taken over
the shopping scene in Philly.
As her dad helped her move
into her dorm, he asked "Who
is this Abercrombie ... is it the
JMU masrot'

become one of those standards
that people expect as they cross
the Quad.
My co-existence with AF
didn't start with people-watching on the Quad. Going to high
school in Northern Virginia, I
was surrounded by Al It wm
one big AF fashion show at
school everyday — kind of like
JMU.
At
the
mall,
the
Abercrombie & Fitch store was
always jumping, jumping with
"middle-class kids ... buying
trendy clothes."
My break from AF this sum-

mer provided an interesting
perspective
on
things.
SuptffidlDjB Ntving 1 variety of
clothing styles on people was
aesthetically exciting.
Style diversity was something I was not used to seeing. It
WM not surprising to find a
variety of styles in New York. I
still thought I would see a lot of
AF though. Instead, I found
myself staring at people in bars,
clubs and on the street who each
had their own individual style
dictated by a sense of individualism without being flashy or
over-the-top.
People pick out clothes for a
reason, making fashion a form
of self-expression. What you are
wearing right now says a lot
about you. look down; is this
the message you want to convey
to the world?
I lere is my fashion advice
for today: When you pick out
VOUf clothes tomorrow morning, wear what you want to
wear because you want to wear
it, not because everyone else is
wearing AF.

"I he dictionary defines fashion
as "thai which looks nice to
ivear." Hi, I'm fames David. You
may remember me from such
memorable Breeze moments as
"Beyond the 'Burg" and "The D
in D-Hall is for different "

Reeves hits a home run with 'Hardball1
BY SCOTT KING

staff writer
"Hardball," starring Keanu
Reeves, isn't the stereotypical
"white-man saves the ghetto"
story because in the end, it's the
ghetto that saves Reeves' character, Conor O'Neill. O'Neill is a
jobless compulsive gambler
who finds himself $12,000 in
debt to two bookies who threaten to kill him.
With no other options, he
turns to an old friend who offers
to pay him $500 a week to coach
a little league baseball team.
After accepting the offer, O'Neill
discovers he is coaching a team
fn>m the Cabrini Green housing
projects in Chicago.
"Hardball" could be the
fall's first sleeper hit if marketed
right. This movie has a much

"HARDBALL"
STARRING:
KEANU REEVES,
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
106 MINUTES
*• *• «■ «• ft

darker and realistic feel in comparison
to
last
year's
"Remember the Titans." The
characters are believable and
not mere exaggerations.
It's been years since Reeves
has played a role and not come
off as fake. In "Hardball,"
Reeves convincingly portrays
internal struggle, trying to cope
with his problems and developing attachment to the children

The children's roles deviate
from the stereotypical sports
movie characters: the smart one,
the really good one, the funny
one, the one with the anger
issues and the showoff. In
"Hardball," the kids' characters
mix and all seem realistic.
Diane Lane has a small part
in the movie as the teacher of
some of the boys on the team.
She deserved more screen
time, but she gave a strong
performance with what she
was given.
This was not a movie about
racial issues. It was not about
O'Neill going into the ghetto
and undergoing a shock that
manages to change his life.
O'Neill comes from a rough
background that places him on
a level of understanding with

the kids. This movie is about
how interacting with the children helps him grow as a person.
A twist near the end of the
movie caused several tearful
eyes in the audience and me to
feel like my emotions were
manipulated, which is often the
case in successful movies.

•£• AAovU- r*vt44v k*y

■£•* •*• &• ■£• Go rti-»ciry lo lh« IhMiar
•nd BM thi« ma«tftrpt«ca
i'i'-tf*'*'

Ore«| mow* Worth lh«
arnxy ttefc-t prtc*

Should hnvm Been
rntanathi Mrn.yht lo viMo

■4>

Who aporowd Itta
maiungof (hWMrn?

God Bless
Harrisonbura: James Madison University

574-4700

SPECIALS

stores open everyday at 11 am - and stay open late... 1 am (sun-thurs) and 3 am (fri & sat)

one large pi
with two toppings

0©
plus lax

Ifti good lor dorm delivery only

add a second large pizza with two toppings for just $6 more, plus tax
i
PtPPfcl »0NI
, ITALIAN SAOSAC«£
C-RfctN PfcPPEttS
Ptl> ONIONS
PtAi BACON
(•POUND KttF
t^ CANADIAN KAvON
Hi-AC* 0»rVfc«,

(■I'UN

oiives

JAiAPfcNCS
rSJ HANANA iJtPPtP<.
'l
TOMATOES
PlNEAPR-i
ANi HOVliS

i

One Large
Unlimited Topping Pizza

*8 99

i
i

add a second large pizza with unlimited

with unlimited toppings

toppings for just $6 more, plus tax

for just $5 more, plus t.1 x

■

offer excludes double portions • limited lime ofler

I

One Large Chanello's
Cheese Breadstix

Two Large
Pepperoni Pizzas

I

$1099

COrfE - Dl" C0"f t - SPRITfc

9M ^■^F

l20Z.GANS:7H

2-urt*$f.97

One Medium
■
Unlimited Topping Pizza!
add a second medium pizza

otter excludes double portions • limited time ofler

p|ua >a,

with your choice ot

offer good after 10 p.m.

Ranch or Italian dipping sauces

additional toppings: $1 25 plus tax. per pizza

offer for dorm delivery only • limited time offer

£.

offer for dorm delivery only • limited lime offer

ijour order will be delivered in 30 minutes - or we will take $3 off that order!
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Networks line up for fall sitcom success
\i-n\iiHks
lo know .1 thing about sports
to enjoy this show. If it's going
to work, it has to be ■ rom.in
tic comedy first .irui toremost." "InsideSchwartz" will
air on NBC Thursdays at 8:30
p.m. beginning Sept. 27.
"Scrubs"
Another "I:R*"* Hardly.
NBC's new comedy. "Scrubs."
follows John "J.D." DoritJl
(Zach Braff) in his experience
as a medical intent at a somewhat unbelievable hospital full
of exciting new people. J.l> will
be joined b\ sovor.il other new
interns including Chris lurk
(Donald Raton)and Elliott Reid
lS.ir.ih i. halke). "Scrubs" will
attempt to overlap the worlds of
humor and tragedy Hard to
believe? Tune in to NBC
Tuesdays at 9:30 p m starting
Oct. 2 to see how it's done
"Bob Patterson"
)ason Alexander ("Seinfeld"'s George Castan/.i) is hat k

'<4p^
wkp,

as Bob Patterson. Amenca's selfhelp celebrity using his fame to
inspire thousands of people to
reach their potential while at the
same time seeking to make
sense of his own life. In his personal life, Bob's wife (Jennifer
Aspen) has just returned from
her quest to find herself and has
moved back into the house with
Bob and his unmotivated son. At
work. Bob is surrounded by a
cast of interesting, hut not
always helpful employees
including his wheelchair-bound
assistant Claudia (Chandra
Wilson) and flighty intern Vic
(Phil Buckman). Catch Bob
Patterson's inspiring speeches
and his less than inspiring life
premiering at 9 p.m. Tuesday,
Set 2 on ABC.
"Thieves"
After
Johnny
(John
Stamos) and Rita (MdlfM
George) ruin w hat could have
been a monumental diamond
heist, the once partners-incrime are forced to turn over a

Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

new leaf and work for the FBI
in order to avoid jail time. The
two partners, however, don't
always agree on work techniques or ways of thinking.
But you know what they say,
opposites attract, and for
Johnny and Rita there is no
exception. Follow the two as
they uncover national secrets
starting Friday, Sept. 28 at 9
p.m. on ABC.
"The Ellen Show"
Ellen DeGeneres returns to
primetime in her new show
on CBS Fridays at 8 p.m.
DeGeneres plays a character
who reluctantly returns to her
hometown after the Internet
company she works for in
L.A.
goes
bankrupt.
DeGeneres unenthusiastically
takes a job at her old high
school as a guidance counselor and is forced to move
back in with her oddball
mother and sister Joined by
Cloris Leachman and Emily
Rutherford, DeGeneres will

He*' Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels
We can special order
your favorite college team.

Register for Saturday

undoubtedly find humor in
even the worst situations.
"The Ellen Show" airs on
Fridays at 8 p.m. on CBS.
"The Bernie Mac Show"
A family comedy in .ill sense
of the words, 'The Bernie Mac
Show" makes parents out of the
two most unlikely candidates.
Bernie and his wife Wanda
(Kellita Smith) become instant
parents of their three nieces and
nephews. First-time parent
Bernie takes the tough love
approach when dealing with
the children. How will these
unsuspecting parents handle
their life-altering challenge?
Tune in to Fox on Wednesdays
at 9:30 p.m. for "The Bernie Mac
Show."
"Undeclared"
A show about college students, for college students,
"Undeclared" features Steven
Karp (Jay Baruchel). a once high
school loser, now in college and
trying desperately to change his

image. With the help of his
friends. Steven will stop at nothing to recreate himself as the big
nun on campus he envisions
himself as. Will Steven escape
his past or is he doomed to
repeat his high school years'
Find out starring Tuesday, Stpt
18 at 8:30 p.m. on Fox
"Alias"
Sydney Bristow is your
typical college student, right?
Yeah sure, if your typical college student is also a CIA
agent. Sydney is not just an\
i\ pftcal CIA agent either She''.
one who's made a vital mistake and revealed a secret and
now is paying for it. She's
fighting to keep secrets, fighting off a terrorist and fighting
to save her life, which for the
life of a CIA agent, are all
equally important. Follow
Sydney in her quest to do her
job, keep her grades in school
and, oh yeah, slay alive every
Sunday at 9 p.m. on ABC
sl.utingSept. 30.

.

WANTED
STAFF

WRITERS

Attend a staff
writers workshop
Tuesday, Sept.
25 at 4 p.m. In
The Breeze office
in the basement
of AnthonySeeger Hall.

Plan 9, What a Record
Store Should Be!
New & Used Cd's«LP's«Vinyl«Cassettes
DVD«VHS*Cash For Your Music!

make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.
DAYS AND EVENINGS.

434-3433
7«5 B. Market SI. Ilarrisonbuni
I iu s s.it 10-5 or by appointment

Unique handmadegi)Is

Yo*r nd h«r«

1790-96 B. Market St. In Kroger Shopping Ctr.
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-6

433.9999

Br««« Qt/wrfpng

www.plan9music.com

CAREERS in IT CONSULTING

Hlign3B0
Align360. a premiere management and information technology consulting
firm, seeks mothaled individuals tor full-time, permanent
Associate Consultant and Consultant positions in the following offices:
Miami. FL; Atlanta. GA: Columbia. SC;
Richmond. VA: and Portland. ME.
Associate Consultants will have a Bachelors Degree in Business.
Information Systems. Computer Science, or ISAT.
Consultants will have a Master's Degree in these fields.
All candidates must possess poise under pressure, superior analytical and
problem-solving skills, strong oral and written communication skills.
knowledge of basic business concepts, the willingness to travel (average of 34 nights a week), and an interest in working with cutting-edge technologies to
improve our clients' business processes.
Information Session: Oct. 24. 7:00 PM. Sonner Hall Reception Room
On-Campus Interviews: Oct. 25
Please submit resumes on CarccrConnecIions b> Oct. 2. or
email to Jennifer hughes5align360.com
w»».align360.com

20 West Water St
downtown

Mon-Fri 12-8 Sat 11-6
550
ctions

MAINSTREgT
2 Blockbuster College Shows Back to Back
Tuesday, September 18th

"JiMMiES CriiCKEN SriACK"
WITH THEIR SPECIAL GUEST
"LAUGHING COLORS". "MOOCH"

& THE

TLAGUEUOGS"

Tickets on Sale Now Here at Mainstreet, Plan 9
in Harrisonburg, & Crossroads in Staunton.
Tickets*
$10.00 in Advance 18&I1D
SHOW
W|,g,
$1200 at the Door
",n
Wednesday. September 19th

■ Low low

Phi&i^gj^fereQt" Jftve),
Dirty Bastard (Best;)

'day prices on new & usedJTO's and tapes
je and Giant-sized peprcrs
•Very fast speqaj orders^tmo extra cost
Last Week: Jay-Z, Slayer, Nickleback,
P.O.D., Bob Dylan, Ben Folds, Jamiroquai, Ozomatli

CAMPUS

"ViRGiNiA COAUTiON"
One of the Nations Premier Jam Bands!
Tickets at the Boor. Only $5.00 with Student ID

18&UP Show
432.9963
www.MalnstreeiRocks.pom
Mainstreet Is Perfectly located at 153 South Mainstreet. Harrisonburg
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■ Athlete's view

t-QlxTS
Women's basketball
names team captains
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"I don't think any of us would have played at our peak per
formanccs. and I didn't think it'd be appropriate to play."

JMU athletes' reactions
to postponements and
cancellations of games

EMILY ERICKSHN

freshman volleyball player

See story below

S— rtoty below

Ahead of the competition
Hard work and dedication
earned Monition the gold at
World Master Championships

The JMU women's
basketball team named
its four team captains for
the 2001-'02 season.
Seniors
All v son
Keener
and
Hollee
Franklin, along with
juniors Nadine Morgan
and
Jess
Cichowicz
were selected.
Captains were selected by the team and the
staff. Both Keener and
Morgan were team captains last season.

BY RENFF KART
involved in bodybuilding.
contributing writer
She swam during her lunch
Linn Mannion, a fitness hour al work while attending
instructor Bt UREC, rode her VCU to keep up with her i Ig
way to victory in the World orous schedule.
Master Championships host
Because of her small
ed
by
United
Cyclist build, Mannion has difficulty
International in Bromont, finding a bike to fit her.
Quebec on Sept. 4.
Georgina Terry, of Terry
"I didn't DVI up, I won't Bikes, hand-built a bike fol
give-Up, and I will succeed," Mannion to use in the Tour
Mannion said. This attitude dc Trump. The bike was
is what has led Mannion to made in an effort to promote
numerous championships in women's participation in the
racing, off-road triathlons, sport Mannion went on lo be
biathlons and bodybuilding.
the National U S Triathlon
At the World
Master team champion.
Championships,
Mannion
Along
with
racing,
won the gold in the downhill Mannion is studying kineseevent. She also placed fourth ology at JMU for her master's
in the cross-country event degree, substitute teaches,
despite problems with her runs a 4- H group for kids and
bike chain.
does puppet shows called,
According to Mannion, "Fitness is Fun." Her puppet
people from all around the shows teach kids about nutriworld competed at the World tion, being healthy and how
Master Championships
the body works.
Mannion has trained all
"We're role models,"
her life for racing, but specifi- Mannion said. "If we do it, our
cally 11 months for the World kids will too."
Master Championships.
Mannion is training for
Riding six times a week, run- two more races in the Virginia
ning, doing a full circuit on State Championship as well
weights three times a week in .is the Monsters of Micheaux
the winter, working her upper race in Pennsylvania. The
body three times a week in Monsters of Micheaux is
the summer, swimming and described by Mannion as a,
toning has given her the "prestigious, gnarly group of
strength and endurance that three races."
she needed to be a champion.
Mannion wants to make a
Mannion, a native of team for teens as well as teach
Keezeltown, was offered a clinics on downhill racing.
scholarship
to
Virginia Her next idea is to use
Commonwealth University
Maesanutten aa a mountain
while working on her bache- bike facility.
lor's degree as a test subject
"When I help someone, I get
to see the effects of aerobic psyched," Mannion said.
exercise
on
metabolism.
Baaidea training, dedication
While she was there, girls and heart, the best advice
weren't
allowed
in
the Mannion can give to those
weight room, so Mannion Interested m downhill racing,
would have to sneak in to mountain bike racing or cross
work out. A professor saw country racing is for her to
her dedication and got her
"lake L'III out rOf a spin."

Cancellations
The JMU football game
against Florida Atlantic
University, which was
scheduled
for
last
Saturday, has been cancelled and will not be
rescheduled.
The JMU/Comfort Inn
Invitational held by the
men's soccer team was
cancelled as well. The
event, which was scheduled for last Friday and
Sunday, included Temple
University, George Mason
University and Bowling
Green University. However, JMU reschedule the
games it was scheduled to
play against Temple and
Bowling Green.

Above, Linn
Mannlon practices for her
next Mking
competition
near her home
in Keezeltown.
Mannion, a fit
n :ss instructor
at UREC and
graduate student, won the
gold medal in
the downhill
event at the
World Master
Championships
in Bromont,
Quebec Sept. 4
To the right,
Mannion poses
with her gold
medal.

Monday. Sgpt. 17
- Women's soccer takes on
Penn State University in
University Park, Pa. This
game
was
originally
scheduled for Sept. 13.

Tuesday. Sept. 18
- Volleyball travels to
play Radford Univeristy
in Radford.

* /

- Field hockey travels to
face
the College
of
William &
Mary
in
Williamsburg.
This
game
was originally
scheduled for Sept. 15

Wednesday. Sept. 19
graphic t>> JOllI WORTH INCH >N/i iMfflBWtlf <Mttl
- Men's soccer takes on
Virginia Tech in Blacksburg.

Thursday. Sept. 20
- Women's soccer battles
Virginia Tech in Blacksburg.

JMU athletes agree with postponements
BY KIIALIL GARRIOTT

Friday, Sept. 21
- Field hockey hosts
Appalachian
State
University at 8 p.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
- Volleyball plays the
College of William &
Mary in Williamsburg.

Saturday, Sept, 22
- Football hosts the
University of Delaware
at 6 p.m. at Bridgeforth
Stadium.
- Volleyball travels to play
Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond.
- Women's cross country
competes at the College of
William
&
Mary
[m il.ilional.
- Men's golf hosts the
JMU Invitational.

senior writer
Sometimes the games just
aren't as important ai tin'
state of our nation. Because
of Tuesday's tragedies in
New York, Washington. I > I
and
Pennsylvania,
|MU
administration
made
the
decision to postpone alt athletic events (both home and
away) between Wednesday
and Sunday.
"This is a sad time for
America and a tUnc rot reflet
tion," JMU Athletics Director
Jeff Bourne said in a press
release Tuesday. "Out of
respect for those touched by
this tragedy and as part of our
national mourning, we felt it
was essential that the weekend
athletic events be called H
An entire slate oi COmpetl
tions was affected by tindecision to cancel thfl games
JMU football was scheduled
to play Florida Atlantic
University at Bridgeforth
Stadium on Saturday, but
both schools agreed not to
take the risk of flying aftei
the terrorist attacks that have
shocked the nation. The ded

sion was then made to be
consistent with all sports.
resulting in the Immediate
postponement of eight varsity teams with events scheduled through Sunda)
"I don't think any of us
would have played at our peak
performances, and I didn't
think it'd be appropriate to
play,"
treshman volleyball
player I miry in- keen said
I M» keen added that as of press
time, the team didn't know if
their games were rescheduled.
Both soccer teams were to
play games this week — the
women's team's Contest with
Perm Mate University scheduled foi rhureda) al 5 p.m.
was rescheduled for today, and
the men's JMU Invitational on
Friday and Sunday was post
ported A tour team event,
JMU was set to play Temple
Imivenrih al 7 10 p m Friday
Volleyball was ,dso supposed
to host a tournament, the five
team Madison ln\ ilational, on
Saturday and Sunday. The
i hikes wen scheduled to face
ofl sgsdnsl Marshall Unlvenrit)
al I
p.m. and Winthrop
University at 7 p.m. Saturday

Women's tennis was also
affected. It was scheduled to
play in the West Virginia
Invitational. Several athletes,
including
junior
Christy
Micheaux, went home for the
weekend to be with their
families. Micheaux is from
Harrison City, Pa.
"I was glad they did it (can*
CeOad the games). I really couldn't see us competing after what
happened," women's tennis
cuuh Maria Malerba said
I he team went to its first
practice, which was optional,
but spent most of the time
talking about the incident.
"You could just see that nothing we were going to do
would be
real effective.
Playing tennis just seemed so
Insignificant
after
that
event," Malerba said
Field hockev was slated lo
play the College o! William &
Mary
and
Virginia
Commonwealth University on
Saturday and Sunday, respe,
lively. The Dukes will face oil
with the Tribe tomorrow.
Women's golf was to travel the
furthest distance I heir match
at the University oi Minnesota

was postponed. The men's
cross-country team's road
meet against Penn State was to
be held Saturdav.
Players bom all of the teams
with schedules changes were
affected by the Btfatt k
"We had two games from
the tournament canceled, but
we're trying to reschedule
them (or later in the season,
freshman goalkeeper Brant

Bower said.
The tournament IIM-II will
not he made up, but the two
runes tod games will be rescheduled during the week, between
two Saturday games, according
to Bowse
Bower added that at the
time, some of the players
thought they knew someone
who was direttlv involved in
the tragedy
"Under the circumstances, I
think it was a good reason to
cancel them.'' Bower said
A large percentage of JMU
students including many varsity athletes, are from the
Northern
Virginia/
Washington, D.C. and New
York areas h\e volleyball
players, two tennis players, 16

football players, one golfer and
eight men's < rOSS country runners ,ire from the northeastern
United States -,i\ football
plavers and seven men's iross
country runners are from the
nation's capital or the surrounding areas
It is unclear how the postponements will affect each
team's scheduling for the rest of
the fall season. Malerba expSOta
some t\ pe of policy, but advises
that anything can chanoa.
I don't know if the administration will come up with a
POlky about flying to events
later in the year, ilS probably a
Wall and see situation right
now." Malerba said
I \ents
can changs *.\^\ by day; something big can happen and
change everything.''
Malerba said that her team
travels to all awa\ mat* lies in
the tall by car, but that a trip
to i londa is planned lor the
spring ,un\ would require (lying on airplanes
JMU teams tentatively will
resume competition Monday.
Divisions Of) n-s, heduling postponed events will be made ,tt a
later date.
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Unsafe to resume games?
B\ lOHNBTTB

HOWARD

Ntwsaay

The Mots have followed the
KrUMMM slories .ind mounting toll of Tuesday's plane
hijackings «»"d terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon asclosel) as im
one. But as the Mets drove into
the parking lot at Shea
Stadium Saturday to get back
lo work, what confronted
them was a host of sobering
new reminders.
B) Gate C, forklift drivers
moved palettes stacked with
food, bottled water and other
donated supplies. A bulletin
board by Gate D told rescue
workers which way to go to
their rest area or to get some
lunch. Large American flags
now hang from the dugout
roofs and upper-deck facade
at Shea, and inside the Mets'
clubhouse,
someone
has
taped a small American flag
beneath the nameplate on
every player's locker.
Most noticeably, just beyond
the outfield fence, commercial
airpl.inrs again could be seen
taldngoffand landing at nearby
I .i» ,iui.h.i Airport, one of the
first steps toward a "return to
nomal that hardly feels normal to Mets reserve I.enny
1 f.irris. At k'ast not yet.
"Every day when you wake
up and see what's going on, it
MOM like it's still Tuesday,"
Harris said. On Saturday, he
w .is sitting at a card table in the
clubhouse, and before him lay a
newspaper turned to an article
about the terrorist attacks.
Occasionally his eyes darted

toward a big-screen TV that
was tuned to CNN.
Did Harris feel at risk?
"This is mandatory right now.
This is what the organization
wants us to do ... anything can
happen now," Harris said
with a shrug. "Our heart is
with what's going on outside
of here. I think about the fans.
... You think: Who would think
the terrorists would have used
planes for bombs?"
Though thousands of people
in
Manhattan
and
Washington, D.C., already
have steeled themselves and
gone back to work, there is
obviously
an
additional
dimension that athletes (and
the fans who see them) still
have to cross because athletes
perform in public. The games
they play are arguably as symbolically
important
in
American life as the buildings
the terrorists struck. The
crowds are just as large a target as the 50,000 or so people
who worked in the World
Trade Center on a typical day.
Though
the
various
leagues'
decisions about
whether and when to resume
play have been compared to
the NFL's decision to play
two days after the 1963
assassination of John F.
Kennedy, it's not the same at
all. Back then, the nation was
grief-stricken. But Tuesday's
terrorist attacks left us with
enormous grief compounded
by incalculable danger.
Many of us long ago made
peace with the idea that an act
of God could kill us. But how

many of us ever grappled with
the thought of dying because
of some act of terrorism?
Especially
terrorism
on
American soil? The same
sporting events that once felt
like escapist havens, one of the
last places
where
some
Americans say they still feel a
sense of community, suddenly
don't feel the same. Much like
Wimbledon, where I've seen
an innocently forgotten handbag draw a clutch of bombsniffing dogs and policemen
within seconds, and much like
the Olympics with their countless security checkpoints and
X-ray machines, the stadium
experience in America is about
to drastically change.
When the Mets resume
their home schedule against
the Atlanta Braves on Sept. 21,
the first significant outdoor
sporting event in New York
since Tuesday's attacks, it will
be amid heightened security
devised by Major League
Baseball and the New York
Police Department. And rather
than recount how the team
dealt with a comparative trifle
in protecting loudmouth relief
pitcher John Rocker, Mets
senior Vice President Dave
Howard fielded questions
about whether the team has
any say in deciding whether
air traffic from LaGuardia is
directed away from the stadium. (Howard's answer: The
Mets don't.)
"We will make sure the
building is safe and secure for
customers
on
Friday,"
Howard said.

John Samerjan, vice president of public affairs for the
New Jersey Stadium and
Exposition Authority, which
runs Giants Stadium, made
similar assurances Friday.
Samerjan said Giants Stadium
officials are drawing on experience from hosting other
high-security events such as
the 1994 World Cup and the
1995 visit of Pope John Paul II,
which he called "the tightest
security I've seen in the 13
years I've been here."
Metal detectors, bag searches, the presence of more uniformed personnel, restricted
parking around the perimeter
of the stadium (the better to
prevent a car bombing) could
all become facts of life on game
day. And so could delays.
Heightened deterrence, not
necessarily fan convenience, is
the new buzzword. So keep
some perspective. And hold
the complaints.
Tsuyoshi Shinjo, the Mets'
Japanese-born first-year outfielder, says he lived through a
deadly earthquake in Osaka in
1995, and he was still in Japan
when later that year the radical group Aum Truth was
blamed for a deadly nerve gas
attack in the Tokyo subways.
And yet, Shinjo said Saturday,
"I have never felt threatened in
my life. But I have to face the
reality now of what's going on
in New York. I don't know
about my safety."
The only honest answer
Mia*- lut'sil.n is .in unsntisr'y
ing one: We can only prepare.
And hope.

"Tank" Younger
dead at 73
BY SAM FARMER

Los Angeles Times
Paul 'Tank" Younger, a former Los Angeles Ram running
back and the first player to enter
the National Football League
from a predominantly black college,
died
Saturday
in
Inglewood, Ca. after a lengthy
illness. He was 73.
Younger, known for his
punishing running style,
played for the Rams from
1949 to '57 and finished his
career with the Pittsburgh
Steelers in 1958. He later
worked as a scout and executive with the Rams, then as
assistant general manager of
the San Diego Chargers.
"He was a pugnacious and
feisty negotiator," said Rick
Smith, director of public relations for the St. Louis Rams
and a longtime friend of
Younger. "He was a guy who
came from
nothing and
attained a great deal, so those
agents could never put anything over on Tank."
On the
football
field.
Younger was famous for plowing over would-be tacklers. He,
"Cteacon" Dan Towler and Dick
Hoerner formed the Rams'
"Bull Elephant" backfield, three
225-pound-pius runners who
were as large as most opposing
defensive linemen. Younger, a
former Grambling star and
three-time
All-NFL
back,
rushed for 3,640 yards with 34
touchdowns during his career,
and ranks sixth among Rams in

rushing yardage.
In 1950, the Rams took the
Cleveland Browns into the last
minute of the NFL title game
before the Browns won by a
field goal. The following season,
the Rams won their only championship in Los Angeles with a
24-17 victory over the Browns at
the Coliseum.
In 1950, the Rams had five
of the league's 14 black players on their roster. Three of
those pioneering L.A. players
— Woodley Lewis, Towler
and Younger — died in the
last nine months.
'Tank was really a pioneer in
the Jackie Robinson mold," said
Jack Teele, a former executive
with the Rams and Chargers.
"He was perfectly suited to play
such a role. To Tank, racial differences really didn't exist
much; you were either a good
guy or a bad guy."
Born in Grambling, La.,
Younger grew up in Los
Angeles before returning to
Louisiana for college. He played
linebacker and running back,
and earned his nickname when
Collie Nicholson, the longtime
Grambling sports information
director, said he "ran like a
Sherman tank."
Younger had a soft side, too.
He was known for his sense of
humor and love of children.
'Tank was a gregarious, loving person that everyone liked,"
leele said. "He had great
friends, senators to bartenders.
My kids just adored him."

We Can Fix It!

Blue
Inc.
Alignment
Brakes
Mufflers
Shocks
Batteries
State Inspections

434-5935

774 E. Market Si
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

$16.95 ,

(540) 432-0280

Change

We can repair ALL brands of bikes
Come in <& check out our Fall Specials
Close to campus down the hillf rom Papa John's

_ E Market St. At Furnace Rd
T Next to Papa John's Pizza |

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

Action!

Computer Repair Services

Hurrisonburg Baptist Church invites
you to join our college ministry:

A+ Repair, Hard Drive Reformats, Upgrades,
Tune-ups, Memory Fixes, New Hardware installs
Video, Sound & Modem Upgrades
Windows Reloads, Internet Solutions, Printer & Monitor Fixes
( FREE DIAGNOSTIC CONSULT )
Located inside THE LOOK Corner of University Blvd. and Reservoir St
Call: 433-3322 We accept M/C and VISA

Sundays 9:45 a.m. - Sunday School
Sundays 11:00 a.m. - Worship
Sundays 6:30 p.m. - College Chorale
Wednesdays 9:00 p.m. - College Late Nighl
Barbara Hollowell, Minister of Students
David Williams, Minister of Music
•Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
J01 South Main Street • 433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

STAFF WRITER WORKSHOP

Sept. 25, 4:00 p.m. in The Breeze office
• This workshop is a requirement to
become a Breeze staff writer
• Please call Julie or Mandy at x8-6127,
if you cannot attend.

TO

DJSTJIOY

EAUS SIOWIY.
Daily exposure lo high noise levels can contribute
to graduol hearing loss

A certified audiologist can

evaluate your environment and your hearing health

For more

information, contact the American Speech - longuoge - Hearing
Associarion at 1-800-638-TAIK or visit www osha org
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Get the dirt on JMU's past.

thebreeze.org
(ARCHIVES)

Don Lbeiust
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.,

remembered!
Yearbook pictures begin this week for the 2002 Bluestone
September 18-21 & 24-28
October 1 -5
September 18-19 & 24-27...,
September 20-21 & 28
October 1- 5

Taylor 302
Taylor 202
PC Ballroom

Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.
$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve a copy
Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or email <thc_blucstonc@jmu.edu>
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ASK OCL
Living in a residential are, we have diverse neighbors. Some are elderly,
some have families and while most lead a nine-to-five work life. We
have some JMU students living on our street and are concerned with
their behavior and lack of respect for the neighborhood. There are parties on weeknights as well as the weekends, yelling often colored with
obscenities at all hours and parking and trash issues. We are not against
JMU students and want to be good neighbors (which is why we have
not called the police). We have repeatedly asked them to tone it down,
helped them understand the parking issues and tried to achieve a balance, but we need these students to realize good neighbors work both
ways.
- Concerned Neighbor
Dear Concerned Neighbor, Thank you for writing. We, too,
share your concern as we are all members of the Harrisonburg
community Thank you for trying to communicate with the
students in your neighborhood, and we are sorry this has not
been successful. Unfortunately, some students feel that living
off campus gives them the right to do anything they want at
anytime. This is not theCMt Students who rent in residential

■KM should realize that they are moving into a family environment and
that the student! cannot expect the neighborhood to change for them.
Celebration* Listing into the morning, trash scattered outside and cars
parked with no concern for others is not acceptable behavior and should
not be tolerated. Since you have tried talking with the students to no avail,
we recommend you contact the landlord. We arc sure there are clauses in
their leases regarding behavior. The landlord should be willing to enforce
these clauses. We encourage landlords to take responsibility for communicating and enforcing standards of behavior concerning their property.
Calling the police is another option. The majority of JMU students are
excellent neighbors. We hope your problem is resolved soon.
Is it too late to purchase a UDAP contract? My landlord is cutting
off my electricity in three days, so a quick answer would be appreciated. - H.B. 2002
Dear H.B. It's not too late. If you are a full-time student without any
holds on your record, you can go to the Warren Box Office, pay $25
and take the contract to the electric company. Fast enough for you?

or Down Under. Taylor Hall room 112. Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-ociejmu.edu

Have an Artistic Vision?
Call x86127 for details.

is looking for
graphic designers
comics,
illustrators and
Meeting tonight at 8:30 in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger.

n*hor

uiairrinc
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-
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LASSLLrLl£l2S
FOR RENT
Country Horn* . 10 minutes from
campus. BAB cn»m. great rales
Book no* To* football games M
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits.
Visit our website
tor a stay to remember.
*flv^tlw Your n^XM P.op*.t, In
The Breaiel Call 568 6127 for
more information

FOR SALE
Custom Rugs for Sale - AM
colors, prices vary for different
sties $25 00 $75.00. Call
JoAnn. 433 3477
1M3 Bute* u Saftta/CHSton • 4
door, excellent condition. $3,900
2349974
Try Ow Gourmet Orca-Wc Cottrr*'
Gift & Thrift, 227 N Mam

Nordfctreck Ski Machine for Sale
Paid $600; will sell for $175
Call 896 5364 or •mall
'odar mmaCjmu. edu.

HELP WANTED

Tutors Wanted • For all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center.
varner House for an application.

I'.irkini: Service's

Sloth.r
IMU Cateteilas
Snappta. Nantucfcet. jnes. leBieu.
$8 00 per hour 540 241-0781.

is no- hinnc fur N Indent
1 iili>r,rmi-iil I'mi:i.mi. (all
Adam .it 5ft»-.»55.* »r *i\il
» »» M'III.MIII.U.H kini; for
more Informal Ion.

Earn Money and Have Fan judging
High School Girls' Gymnastics
meets. Gymnastics knowledge
preferred. Will train m techniques
of judging Call 568-3884 for info

Part time Nannie. HouMkaeper,
Driver, and Cook - 25 30 hours
per week « Massanutien. Mostly
evenmfs and weekends Prefer iwen experience Meip professional
single parent with triplets. Salary
negotiable 438929?
Waitresses and Cooks Needed
Apply at Jess Lunch Must be
available to work lunches
Sophomores and Juniors preferred

Maintenance Mela Wanted • $8 00
per hour, experience in property
maintenance helpful (painting,
grounds work, power tools, etc.).
Flexible
hours,
8336104.
Mineman#wl.com.
Looking to Earn Money for your
Organisation or YovnMH? Tt, FundU. a no cost fundraising program
that's easy and reliable. Call
1 •866-48-FU NLHI .com.

SERVICES
Complete Computer Caret l do
windows, upgrades, diagnostics
instruction, repairs. Call me now'
4329547. rOvtecornputer9aol.com.

Nonet:
lor more inloruwiion an.)
assistance regarding the
in'c*li};jlk>n of financing
business «(>rnwtunjtics, omtacl the
Ikltcr Business Huiv.ui Iik
I-M0.5J.15501

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break 2002 • Travel with
STS. America's »1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips on campus to earn cash and
free tnps. Information/Reservaoons
18006484849 or WWM ststravaLcom

•1 Spring Break Vacation* H "
prices guaranteed) Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida! Book
early and receive free meal plan Now
hlnng campus reps' 18CO234-7007.
www evK*esssummer fours. com
AAAAI Spring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air, hotel, free meals. Award
winning company' Group leaders
free' Florida vacations $129!
spnngt>nfa*fnfv»/.corn
18006786386
$pring~Bre*k Partyl Indulge in free
travel, food, and parties with the
best OJs and celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica. Maiatian, and ine
Bahamas Go to StaOentCtty.com,
call 1 800-293 1443 or email
salasgHUidentctty.com
AAAAI garly Specials! Spring
Break Bahamas Party Crutsef 5
days $279' includes meals,
parties
Awesome beaches,
mghthfe' Departs from Florida! Get
group go free! 1800*786386
spnngbre jkfdvef.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers) Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Mazatlan for free! To find out
how. call 1888777 464? or 0-maM
salesCHuncoastvacations.com

PAID \n. I LNTEANSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 21MI2
Nn tatenrtewlsf m IMI Ba d
>our rtaiflM ) sra mtj v 00i
MMM Pouiions lull h>
Tnswksgtvta| \pply on-line UK!J>

AgOfUea - Family wishes to adopt
infant. We love parenting oui
daughter and want to share our
lives with another child. Will pay
legal/medical expenses Please
can Jack/Dianne at 180O7736511.

••ri*. (iiiliuiipitinlt-rstf.nl

Scxuul Assail 11
Survhors Support
Group forming now.

PERSONALS
Oet mad! www emadmoney.com
valuable coupons) $1.00 oil with
Ml ..1

Adoption
'-I-I.. -I'.t!,', H f!)..|- ■ '.,.!■ M

low parcnung our daughter and
want to Share our nves with
anothar crmd W-i pay legal and
medical expenses Please cad
JadVOanne at 180O77365U

I ■■nlml Jill f.ir IIHIM mini iiul rim
5MI-ltlVorruppcrja<i>Jaiu«du.
Skydlvel One day first tanden.
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts1 www.sJq^ifvecvange.com
1-877 DIVESKV
■reeie
Subscription*
are
AweUaMe! $75 for first class, and
$30 for third class Call 5686127
for more details

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31, 2001 and only applies to
advertising in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to
individual items only. Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

ATTENTION CLASSES:
Order your class ring today

Class of 2001
Class of 2002
Class of 2003
September 17-19
1U a.m-4 p.m.

Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby
Artcarved

Register to win a Palm VIIX
No purchase necessary. For official rules, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
Artcarved Palm Sweepstakes, Dept. 014234, Lubbock, Tx 79491-4234
or see an on-campus Artcarved representative
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AT NOON ON TH E COMMON S
SOMETHING SPECIAL WILL HAPPEN.

EVERYONE CAN SIGN A GIANT COPY
OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE FREEDOM THAT HAS SEEN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THROUGH SO MANY DIFFICULT TIMES.
SEPTEMBER 17.2001 IS CONSTITUTION DAY AND THE 214TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
ORIGINAL SIGNING. TO COMMEMORATE. EVERYONE IS INVITED TO SIGN A COPY.
YOUR SIGNATURE WILL BE SEALED INTO A TIME CAPSULE THAT WILL BE REOPENED ON
MARCH 16.2051 - JAMES MADISON'S 300TH BIRTHDAY.

FREE POCKET US CONSTITUTIONS TO THE FIRST 1000 SIGNERS.
Later today, at 3:30 on the front steps of Wilson Hall,
a reopening celebration will he held lor the James Madison Center.
Dr. Rose will seal the time capsule. Phil Bigler, the new center director, will speak.
James Madison himself may make an appearance.
Come help celebrate the legacy of James Madison, the Father of the US Constitution.
If you can't make it, the speeches will he broadcast over the weh.
Go to www.jmu.edu for a link.
An open house reception will immediately follow with refreshments in Wilson Hall room 204.

